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GLOSSARY
Assessment area the area within which an assessment of the

environmenta� status of an ecosystem, or ecosystem
component and a pressure e�ement takes p�ace. The
assessment area is specified based on the geographic
sca�e of assessment described in the GES Decision. For
MSFD reporting purposes, the resu�ts for an assessment
area are reported for a particu�ar Marine Reporting Unit.

Assessment unit assessment units can be understood as assessment areas
and are defined areas for the purpose of carrying out
assessment. The shape and size of assessment units wi��
vary by assessment (OSPAR Agreement 2�19-�2).

Criteria e�ement e�ements of an ecosystem, particu�ar�y its bio�ogica�
e�ements (species, habitats and their communities), or
aspects of pressures on the marine environment
(bio�ogica�, physica�, substances, �itter and energy),
which are assessed under each criterion.

Ecosystem-based
approach

is a strategy for the integrated management of �and,
water and �iving resources that promotes conservation
and sustainab�e use in an equitab�e way. The goa� of
ecosystem-based management is to maintain an
ecosystem in a hea�thy, productive and resi�ient condition
so that it can provide the goods and services humans
want and need (COM 2�2� (259) fina�: pp. 3).

Favourab�e
Reference
Popu�ation

popu�ation size (abundance) in a given biogeographica�
region considered the minimum necessary to ensure the
�ong-term viabi�ity of the species; favourab�e reference
va�ue must be at �east the size of the popu�ation when
the Habitats Directive came into force.

Impact Adverse effects on the environment which are caused by
pressures from human activities (i.e. resu�ting from these
pressures) and by imp�ication can be measured as changes
in environmenta� state.

Indicator in genera�, consists of one or severa� parameters chosen
to represent (‘indicate’) a certain situation or aspect and
to simp�ify a comp�ex rea�ity; for the �ega� purposes of
the MSFD, the term ‘indicator’ refers on�y to
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environmenta� targets (Artic�e 1�), where they are used
to monitor progress and guide management decisions
achieve these targets (MSFD Annex IV: (7)); for the
reporting purposes of MSFD the ‘indicator’ schema is
app�icab�e to indicators used for Artic�e 8 assessments
(inc�uding pressure and socio-economic indicators) and to
indicators re�ated to Artic�e 1� targets (to show progress
towards achievement of the targets)

Integration combining of assessment information across different
assessment aspects (e.g., combining information from two
or more criteria or under�ying indicators).

Minimum viab�e
popu�ation

minimum viab�e popu�ation size refers to the minimum
popu�ation size at which a popu�ation is �ike�y to persist
over some defined period of time with a given probabi�ity
of extinction (Bij�sma et a�. 2�19).

Parameter Physicochemica�, bio�ogica� or eco�ogica� characteristics
monitored and assessed to estimate an indicator.

Pressure Pressure, in the sense of the
Driver-Pressure-Impact-State-Response (DPSIR)
framework and MSFD, is an input, a�teration or extraction,
in re�ation to natura� conditions, of physica�, chemica� or
bio�ogica� e�ements or properties which resu�ts direct�y
from human activities. The pressure can be measured at
its source (i.e. c�ose to the activity generating it) or away
from its source in the different parts of the environment
(�and, air, water, sea). When the pressure is sufficient�y
intense, widespread or frequent it can �ead to
environmenta� impacts (adverse effects) on particu�ar
aspects of natura� ecosystems.

State in the context of the DPSIR framework and MSFD, refers
to the qua�ity/condition of species/habitat/ecosystem
e�ements. This can be determined through measurements
in the environment of re�evant parameters for such
e�ements; such measurements, by definition, wi�� ref�ect
any impacts (individua� and cumu�ative) to which the
e�ement has been subjected.

Thresho�d va�ue va�ue or range of va�ues that a��ow(s) for an assessment
of the qua�ity �eve� achieved for a particu�ar parameter,
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thereby contributing to the assessment of the extent to
which good environmenta� status is being achieved.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The CetAMBICion project sets up a cooperative working structure that brings
together the MSFD, Natura 2��� and Fisheries competent authorities of Portuga�
(PT), Spain (ES) and France (FR), as we�� as scientific experts, to agree on a
coordinated GES assessment and monitoring scheme for cetaceans in the
sub-region of the Bay of Biscay and the Iberian Coast (ABI). This de�iverab�e
document the common approach deve�oped by the three MS to assess cetaceans
in the ABI sub-region.

Chapter 2 summarizes the approach taken to review scientific and �ega�
information about species and criteria. The initia� step consisted in se�ecting a
�ist of species that represented each group of cetaceans and which are current�y
assessed under the MSFD. Chapter 3 consists of species information sheets that
compi�e information about the �ega� and conservation status, distribution,
abundance, eco�ogy, and key pressures of the 1� species se�ected. An extensive
review of the data avai�ab�e at regiona� and nationa� sca�es, current assessment
methodo�ogies, and protoco�s was undertaken for a�� criteria and species
se�ected, which is described in Chapter 3.1. The methods and data that showed
the most potentia� and/or have been used extensive�y in other regiona�
assessments were described in more detai�. When possib�e, for each group of
species a broad discussion of cha��enges and considerations was given. Chapter
3.2 focused on the assessment of GES for the criteria and species se�ected and
identified common indicators and assessment methodo�ogies that wi�� be used in
the coordinated approach in the ABI. In the context of the ABI, the use of severa�
integration ru�es was eva�uated and the most appropriate was se�ected.
Information and methods presented in a�� these chapters were discussed in two
workshops conducted under CetAMBICion project and their resu�ts are shown in
Chapter 4.

Cetaceans are �ong-�ived anima�s, with comp�ex socia� �ives and occurrence, and
are high�y mobi�e, crossing jurisdictiona� boundaries. Because of these aspects,
cetaceans require �ong-term datasets to monitor their popu�ations as we�� as
efforts for internationa� cooperation for management and conservation. The
success of the imp�ementation of a common approach to the assessment of
cetaceans in the Bay of Biscay and Iberian Coast wi�� be dependent on the c�ose
sharing of information and deve�opments in methodo�ogies among a�� MS.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cetaceans are wide�y distributed across European At�antic waters occurring in

coasta�, she�f, deep and pe�agic habitats. Because of their high mobi�ity,
cetaceans cross jurisdictiona� boundaries and their conservation and
management require internationa� cooperation. Despite being protected by
internationa�, European Union (EU) and nationa� �egis�ation, name�y via the
Habitats Directive (HD) and the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD), this
high�y vu�nerab�e group is under pressure, particu�ar�y, from fishing, po��ution and
noise (Avi�a et a�. 2�18). Under the MSFD, Commission Decision 2�17/848
(hereafter GES decision) �ays down the criteria and methodo�ogica� standards to
assess Good Environmenta� Status (GES) of marine waters and of three cetacean
groups of species: sma�� toothed cetaceans, deep-diving toothed cetaceans and
ba�een wha�es. It sets common requirements across marine regions but the �ist of
indicators and criteria to be assessed and thresho�ds to be app�ied are to be
estab�ished through regiona� or sub-regiona� cooperation.

The CetAMBICion project sets up a cooperative working structure that brings
together the MSFD, Natura 2��� and Fisheries competent authorities of Portuga�
(PT), Spain (ES) and France (FR), as we�� as scientific experts, to agree on a
coordinated GES assessment and monitoring scheme for cetaceans in the
sub-region of the Bay of Biscay and the Iberian Coast (ABI). Under Task 2.2 of
Work Package 2 (WP2), the project aims to agree:

● On a �ist of species (and management units) representative of each species
group for the ABI, considering the scientific and practica� criteria
estab�ished in the GES Decision.

● For each species se�ected, which criteria are re�evant and appropriate to
assess.

● On indicators to assess the status of the criteria se�ected for each species,
as we�� as their eco�ogica��y re�evant assessment areas, considering the
habitat preferences, distribution, and popu�ation structure.

The indicators and assessment methodo�ogies se�ected and integration ru�es for
the assessment process, at the different �eve�s are addressed under Task 2.3.

To inform both tasks, a review of the species se�ected, and assessment
methodo�ogies used by each MS in the update of MSFD artic�e 8 was undertaken,
as we�� as of the avai�ab�e guidance on the subject produced under OSPAR, MSFD
and the HD, which was de�ivered under WP1 (see De�iverab�e 1.�1). Bui�ding on
this work and further reviewing the avai�ab�e methods and data in workshops
with expert teams and competent authorities of a�� three MS, CetAMBICIon
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project aims to reach a common approach to the assessment of cetaceans in the
ABI sub-region. For this purpose, a summary of the most re�evant and recent
information for each species identified under WP1, as we�� as on the main
methodo�ogies and data avai�ab�e for each criterion (abundance, demographic
characteristics, distribution and habitat use), focusing as much as possib�e on
information from the sub-region, is compi�ed (chapter 3). This background
information was the basis for discussion at two workshops (WK2.1 and WK3.1) for
which resu�ts are presented (chapter 4). Fina��y, conc�usions and suggestions for
further work are provided considering the background information compi�ed,
workshop outcomes and identified gaps (chapter 5).
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2. STRUCTURE AND METHODOLOGY
Information sheets (Chapter 3.1.) were produced for each of the fo��owing

species previous�y identified as potentia��y re�evant to assess GES of marine
waters in the ABI sub-region (see De�iverab�e 1.�1):

● sma�� toothed cetaceans: harbour porpoise, short-beaked common do�phin,
bott�enose do�phin, striped do�phin and ki��er wha�e;

● deep-diving toothed cetaceans: Cuvier’s beaked wha�e, �ong-finned pi�ot
wha�e, Risso’s do�phin and sperm wha�e;

● ba�een wha�es: fin wha�e and minke wha�e.

The first section of the information sheet identifies the �ega� protection in p�ace
for each species, providing a genera� assessment of the �eve� of threat they face
(conservation status and inc�usion in Annexes are based on scientific information
about dec�ines and �eve� of threat). The internationa� and EU �egis�ation reviewed
inc�ude:

● Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC) which aims at ensuring the Favourab�e
Conservation Status of the species in its Annexes:

● Annex II - �ists the species for which specia� areas of conservation
(SACs) need to be designated to protect particu�ar�y important
habitats for the species and contribute to achieving/maintaining
Favourab�e Conservation Status (FCS).

● Annex IV - �ists the species and sub-species for which a strict
protection regime must be app�ied across their entire natura� range
within the EU, both within and outside Natura 2��� sites.

● Convention for the Protection of the Marine Environment of the North-East
At�antic (OSPAR) which aims to prevent and e�iminate po��ution and sha��
take the necessary measures to protect the maritime area against the
adverse effects of human activities so as to safeguard human hea�th and
conserve marine ecosystems and, when practicab�e, restore marine areas
which have been adverse�y affected.

● Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wi�d Anima�s
(Bonn Convention) which �ays the �ega� foundation for internationa��y
coordinated conservation measures throughout the migratory range of
species:

o Appendix I: �ists migratory species which are endangered and must
be protected by Parties by conserving or restoring the p�aces where
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they �ive, mitigating obstac�es to migration and contro��ing other
factors that might endanger them.

o Appendix II: �ists migratory species which have unfavourab�e
conservation status and which require internationa� agreements for
their conservation and management, as we�� as those which have a
conservation status that wou�d significant�y benefit from the
internationa� cooperation that cou�d be achieved by an internationa�
agreement.

The Convention encourages the Range States to conc�ude g�oba� or regiona�
agreements. Two of these agreements for the protection of cetaceans inc�ude ABI
sub-region waters:

1. Agreement on the Conservation of Sma�� Cetaceans of the Ba�tic,
North East At�antic, Irish and North Seas" (ASCOBANS): agreement to
achieve and maintain a favourab�e conservation status for sma��
cetaceans meaning any species, subspecies or popu�ation of toothed
wha�es (Odontoceti), except the sperm wha�e (Physeter
macrocepha�us)

2. Agreement on the Conservation of Cetaceans of the B�ack Sea,
Mediterranean Sea and Contiguous At�antic Area (ACCOBAMS):
agreement to preserve a�� species of cetaceans and their habitats
within the aforementioned geographica� area by the enforcement of
more stringent measures than those defined in the texts adopted
previous�y.

● Convention on the Conservation of European Wi�d�ife and Natura� Habitats
(Bern Convention) which is a regiona� Convention aiming to conserve wi�d
f�ora and fauna and their natura� habitats and to promote European
cooperation in this fie�d. Re�evant annexes inc�ude:
o Appendix II - Strict�y protected fauna species;
o Appendix III - Protected fauna species.

● Convention on Internationa� Trade in Endangered Species of Wi�d Fauna
and F�ora (CITES) which aims to ensure that internationa� trade in
specimens of wi�d anima�s and p�ants does not threaten the surviva� of
the species.

o Appendix I: species threatened with extinction that are or may be
affected by trade. Trade in specimens of these species must be
subject to particu�ar�y strict regu�ation in order not to endanger
further their surviva� and must on�y be authorized in exceptiona�
circumstances;
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o Appendix II: (a) a�� species which, a�though not necessari�y now
threatened with extinction, may become so un�ess trade in
specimens of such species is subject to strict regu�ation to avoid
uti�ization incompatib�e with their surviva�; and (b) other species
which must be subject to regu�ation so that trade in specimens of
certain species referred to in sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph
may be brought under effective contro�.

● Internationa� Convention for the Regu�ation of Wha�ing (ICRW), which
estab�ished the Internationa� Wha�ing Commission (IWC), to deve�op a
system of internationa� regu�ations to manage wha�e fisheries, protect
wha�es from overhunting and promote wha�e conservation. Recent�y, new
issues have started to be addressed such as reducing bycatch,
entang�ement, ocean noise, chemica� po��ution, marine �itter, ship strikes,
and promoting sustainab�e wha�e watching.

Each species information sheets summarize re�evant information regarding
species distribution, abundance, eco�ogy, and key pressures compi�ed from
scientific �iterature, inc�uding journa� artic�es, regiona� and nationa� reports, and
grey �iterature. For the “distribution and abundance” section, avai�ab�e �iterature
was reviewed to obtain a description of the typica� occurrence pattern and a
qua�itative assessment of overa�� abundance. Regiona� abundance and
distribution data and estimates current�y avai�ab�e from the �arge-sca�e surveys
undertaken in European At�antic waters were considered: SCANS-II in Ju�y 2��5,
which surveyed she�f waters (Hammond et a�. 2�13); CODA in 2��7, which surveyed
offshore waters (CODA 2��9); and SCANS-III in 2�16, which surveyed both she�f
and offshore waters (Hammond et a�. 2�21b). Specific characteristics of
popu�ation structure, habitat, feeding, and behavioura� preferences are provided
in the “eco�ogy” section. In this report, two main terms of divisions of the
species are used: 1) the term “popu�ation”, which is based on the broad definition
of the IUCN of a “group of individua�s of the same species �iving in a particu�ar
geographic area” (IUCN 2�19, van Dyke 2��8), and 2) "assessment unit” (AU).
According to ICES and the QSR2�23 Guidance from OSPAR, AUs are areas defined by
genetic and eco�ogica� data of each species where an assessment of indicators is
carried out (OSPAR 2�19, ICES 2�14a). For the species se�ected for GES
assessment, ICES advises using the term “assessment unit” instead of
“management unit” because of the uncertainty of its definition, given the use of
po�itica� boundaries and/or management �imits (ICES 2�14a). Figures 16 to 22 of
De�iverab�e 1.�1 show the AUs estab�ished for some of the species se�ected.
Last�y, for the “key pressures” section, the main anthropogenic activities and
pressures were identified based on the review of the ICES ‘Threat Matrix’
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deve�oped based on work from ICES Working Group on Marine Mamma� Eco�ogy
(WGMME) in 2�19 (ICES 2�19a).

Both the “distribution and abundance” and “eco�ogy” sections a�so inform, to
some extent, about data avai�abi�ity and feasibi�ity and costs of monitoring,
based on the know�edge and experience of the scientific teams from each MS that
attended the WK2.1.

Under Chapter 3.2., and to identify the most adequate methodo�ogy to monitor
and assess each criterion and species, the most used and effective
methodo�ogies to co��ect data are described and a �ist of examp�es of estimates
based on different methods is provided.
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3. Reaching a common approach to the
assessment of cetaceans in the Bay of
Biscay and Iberian Coast: background
information
3.1.Species information sheets

●
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Harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena)

LEGAL STATUS

Habitats Directive: Annexes II and IV
CITES: Appendix I
Bern Convention: Appendix II
Bonn Convention: Appendix II (concerted Action for the harbour
porpoise in the Ba�tic sea and the Iberian Peninsu�a)
ASCOBANS: yes ACCOBAMS: yes

DISTRIBUTION &
ABUNDANCE

A�though harbour porpoise was one of the most abundant
species in the European At�antic waters when considering the
entire study area surveyed during SCANS-III, the ABI
sub-region showed some of the �owest abundance �eve�s for this
species, with sightings most�y recorded in Portuguese waters
(Hammond et a�. 2�21). A recent study that ana�ysed harbour
porpoise abundances in Portuga� confirms the �ow abundance
rates of porpoises obtained in SCANS-III for the AB b�ock and
high�ights the importance of the western Iberian coast to the
Iberian porpoise popu�ation (Torres-Pereira et a�. 2�22a). Its
cryptic and e�usive behaviour and sma�� group sizes (Carwardine
2�19) can difficu�t visua� detection.

ECOLOGY

In the ABI sub-region, two distinct subspecies/ecotypes of
harbour porpoises are proposed (Figure 1):

1) Phocoena phocoena phocoena, which is continuous�y
distributed in the European continenta� she�f waters from
the northern Bay of Biscay up to the Arctic waters of Norway
and Ice�and (NAMMCO 2�19); and

2) Phocoena phocoena meridiona�is, proposed by Fontaine et
a�. (2�14), which inhabits upwe��ing zones in the southern
waters of the Northeast At�antic off the coasts of Iberia and
Mauritania.

The new proposed subspecies/ecotypes are based on genetic
evidence (Fontaine et a�. 2�14), morpho�ogica� differences (Read
1999, Donovan & Bjørge 1995, Smeenk et a�. 1992), and habitat
preferences (Méndez-Fernandez et a�. 2�13, Pierce et a�. 2�1�,
Pine�a et a�. 2�1�). However, unti� now, no forma� description
has been made for the southern subspecies/ecotype (Pierce et
a�. 2�2�). A hybrid zone in the Bay of Biscay exists between the
two ecotypes, with a sharp transition from one ecotype to the
other (NAMMCO 2�19). The proposed new ecotype may comprise
two distinct popu�ations, one in the Iberian waters and the
other in Mauritanian waters, with a degree of mixture between
them, but none with the northern ecotype (Chehida et a�. 2�21).
Under the ASCOBANS, Evans & Tei�mann (2��9) have suggested,
for the French coast of the Bay of Biscay, a separate AU from the
Ce�tic and Irish Seas, because of a sma�� popu�ation occurring
year-round (Ridoux, pers. comm.).
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Read et a�. (2�18) submitted a document to the 24th ASCOBANS
Advisory Committee requesting the Iberian harbour porpoise to
be �isted as a separate popu�ation and inc�uded in Appendices I
and II of the Convention on Migratory Species (CMS).
For conservation management purposes in the ABI sub-region,
these two ecotypes shou�d be assessed as two distinct AUs: 1)
Ce�tic and Irish Seas (inc�uding French At�antic waters), and 2)
Iberian Peninsu�a (OSPAR 2�17a, ICES 2�14b, 2�13). However,
the two ecotypes cannot be distinguished from ship or aeria�
surveys.

Figure 1. Map showing the samp�ing �ocations and samp�e sizes used for
genetic ana�ysis and divisions of harbour porpoises. Geographic
�ocations are based on approximate GPS coordinates or reported

discovery �ocations. From Chehida et a�. (2�21).

RED LIST European: ‘Vu�nerab�e’ (IUCN 2��7a); G�oba�: ‘Least Concern’
(Brau�ik et a�. 2�2�)

MSFD MSFD �atest assessment (countries): FR, NOR-ES and PT

KEY
PRESSURES

Based on the ICES ‘Threat Matrix’ (ICES 2�19a), the main
threats of harbour porpoises in the Bay of Biscay and the
Iberian Peninsu�a are: a) bycatch, due to their coasta�
distribution thousands of individua�s are ki��ed accidenta��y by
commercia� fisheries, threatening �oca� popu�ations to a �eve�
that is sti�� hard to quantify, but which is �ike�y unsustainab�e
in some areas (e.g. Pierce et a�. 2�2�); Between 2��� and 2�2�,
in Portuga� and Ga�icia, individua�s stranded due to confirmed
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bycatch represented 46.98% of a�� ana�ysed porpoises, and
individua�s stranded due to probab�e bycatch represented
another 1�.99% of a�� ana�ysed porpoises (Torres-Pereira et a�.
2�22b); b) contaminants, which affect harbour porpoises by
causing immuno�ogica� and reproductive effects (Jepson et a�.
2�16). NAMMCO (2�19) proposed that harbour porpoises shou�d
be used as a po��utant indicator species within Descriptor 8 of
the MSFD; and c) prey dep�etion, because harbour porpoises
have an intense foraging strategy throughout the day, hunting
up to 55� sma�� preys per hour (Wisniewska et a�. 2�16).
Changes in harbour porpoise prey stocks have been observed in
severa� areas of the North At�antic, suggesting a medium threat
�eve� (ICES 2�19a). In Iberia, harbour porpoises showed high
�eve�s of PCB and Hg when compared with most porpoise studies
in the Northeast At�antic (Ferreira et a�. 2�16,
Méndez-Fernández et a�. 2�14a,b). ICES WGMME (ICES 2��9)
recommended that a high conservation priority shou�d be given
to the Iberian popu�ation, as a consequence of its “presumed
sma�� popu�ation size, �ow genetic diversity and �ike�y
susceptibi�ity to habitat degradation”. Genetic evidence shows
a rapid dec�ine in the popu�ation size of the Iberian popu�ation
(Chehida et a�. 2�21). The provisiona� thresho�d va�ue for
anthropogenic remova�s for this popu�ation put forward by the
OSPAR Marine Mamma� Expert Group is zero (ICES, 2�21). The
IWC Scientific Committee recommended immediate actions to
effective�y reduce, and where possib�e e�iminate, bycatch of
harbour porpoise throughout Iberian Peninsu�a waters with
particu�ar�y urgency for gi��nets and tramme� nets but a�so for
beach seines a�ong the Portuguese coast in areas of high
porpoise density (IWC, 2�22).
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Short-beaked common do�phin (De�phinus de�phis)

LEGAL STATUS

Habitats Directive: Annex IV
Bern Convention: Appendix II
Bonn Convention: Appendix I
CITES: Appendix II
ASCOBANS: yes ACCOBAMS: yes

DISTRIBUTION &
ABUNDANCE

The short-beaked common do�phin, hereafter common do�phin,
is one of the most widespread and abundant cetacean species in
the North At�antic Ocean, occurring in the continenta� she�f and
offshore waters (Murphy et a�. 2�21). When considering the
entire SCANS-III survey area, it was the second most abundant
species, after the harbour porpoise (Hammond et a�. 2�21b).
However, in the ABI sub-region, the common do�phin is the most
abundant species, with sightings covering even�y the coasta�
regions of the three MS (Hammond et a�. 2�21b).

ECOLOGY

The distribution of the common do�phin has been mode��ed with
geographic, physiographic, oceanographic and fishing-re�ated
variab�es, and severa� studies have identified we��-defined
habitat preferences re�ated to the abundance of prey. Common
do�phins have been associated with productive areas (i.e.,
upwe��ing regions), with �ow to medium sea-surface
temperatures, most�y coasta� and sha��ow, but often deeper
waters, and/or areas that concentrate their preferred prey
(e.g., Correia et a�. 2�19a, Ha�icka 2�16, Tobeña et a�. 2�16,
Goetz et a�. 2�14, Moura et a�. 2�12, Pierce et a�. 2�1�, Cañadas &
Hammond 2��8). Their patchy distribution suggests that
common do�phins, a�though wide�y distributed, have a
we��-defined habitat and they may be dietary specia�ists in the
sense of feeding on schoo�ing fish (Marça�o et a�. 2�18, Moura et
a�. 2�12). Crania� morphometric and genetic ana�ysis indicate
that common do�phins constitute one �arge popu�ation in the NE
At�antic, ranging from Scot�and to Portuga� (Moura 2�1�, Murphy
et a�. 2��9, Nato�i et a�. 2��6). However, the samp�ing of
individua�s for genetic and crania� morphometric assessment
has been done most�y from the continenta� she�f and s�ope
waters and samp�ing in oceanic waters of the Bay of Biscay has
been �imited (Murphy et a�. 2�13). As a consequence of the �ow
genetic differentiation over the North At�antic, common
do�phins are viewed as a sing�e AU (OSPAR 2�17a, ICES 2�14a,
2�13).

RED LIST European: ‘Data deficient’ (IUCN 2��7b); G�oba�: ‘Least Concern’
(Brau�ik et a�. 2�21)

MSFD MSFD �atest assessment (countries): ES, FR, and PT
KEY
PRESSURES

The ‘threat matrix’ deve�oped by ICES WGMME (2�19) indicates
bycatch in fishing gear as the most important threat to
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common do�phins in the Ce�tic Seas and Bay of Biscay/Iberian
Peninsu�a areas (Murphy et a�. 2�21, ICES 2�19a). In the Bay of
Biscay, bycatch has been suggested to have reached
unsustainab�e �eve�s, inconsistent with the maintenance of
common do�phin popu�ations at a favourab�e status (Pe�tier et
a�. 2�16). In 2�2�, ICES recommended emergency measures to
prevent the bycatch of common do�phins in the Bay of Biscay
(ICES 2�2�). Contaminants are a�so indicated as a threat to the
common do�phin (Murphy et a�. 2�21, ICES 2�19a).
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Bott�enose do�phin (Tursiops truncatus)

LEGAL STATUS

Habitats Directive: Annexes II and IV
Bern Convention: Appendix II
Bonn Convention: Appendix II
CITES: Appendix II
ASCOBANS: yes ACCOBAMS: yes

DISTRIBUTION &
ABUNDANCE

The bott�enose do�phin is a cosmopo�itan species that occurs
throughout the tropica� and temperate seas, from coasta� to
offshore waters (Reyno�ds et a�. 2���). During the SCANS-III
surveys, bott�enose do�phins were not as common as other
sma�� toothed cetaceans (Hammond et a�. 2�21b), possib�y
because of their �imited home-ranges, socia� structure and
coasta� preferences. However, in the same year as SCANS-III
(2�16), the survey ObSERVE recorded many sightings of the
species in Irish waters, making it the most frequent�y sighted
cetacean species in the area (Rogan et a�. 2�18). Sightings in
the ABI sub-region in SCANS-III were most�y found in the
coasta� waters of France (Hammond et a�. 2�21b).

ECOLOGY

Bott�enose do�phins are grouped in a fission-fusion society with
individua�s associating with one another for varying �engths of
time. Two ecotypes of the species have been distinguished
across the oceans, inc�uding the northeast At�antic, based on
genetic, morpho�ogica� and eco�ogica� evidence (Louis et a�.
2�21): a coasta� ecotype and an offshore ecotype (We��s & Scott
2�18, Louis et a�. 2�14a,b, Torres et a�. 2��3). Each ecotype
shows different eco�ogies, food preferences and movement
patterns (Perrin et a�. 2�11, Curry & Smith 1998, Hoe�ze� et a�.
1998, Mead & Potter 1995, Wa�ker 1981). Offshore bott�enose
do�phins inhabit waters over the outer continenta� she�f and
she�f break (Certain et a�. 2��8, Reid et a�. 2��3) whi�e coasta�
popu�ations tend to stay in sma��er areas c�ose to shore,
demonstrating varying �eve�s of site fide�ity, i.e., a tendency to
return to a previous�y visited area or to remain in an area for
extended periods of time. C�ose coasta� popu�ations of
bott�enose do�phins can a�so show genetic differentiation that
may be re�ated to habitat borders preferences (Wiszniewski et
a�. 2��9, Bi�gmann et a�. 2��7, Nato�i et a�. 2��5), sex-biased
�inked dispersa� (Wiszniewski et a�. 2�1�, Bi�gmann et a�. 2��7,
Mö��er et a�. 2��4), niche specia�isation (Louis et a�. 2�14a),
anthropogenic activities (Chi�vers & Corkeron 2��1), and to
iso�ation by distance without apparent boundaries separating
popu�ations (Rose� et a�. 2��9, Krützen et a�. 2��4). As a resu�t,
bott�enose do�phins tend to be subdivided into sma�� discrete
coasta� popu�ations residing re�ative�y c�ose to shore and a
much �arger wide-ranging offshore popu�ation. The re�ationships
both within and between those coasta� and offshore
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popu�ations often remain unc�ear (Louis et a�. 2�14b, Richards et
a�. 2�13, Toth et a�. 2�12, Rose� et a�. 2��9).
ICES has identified severa� sma�� separate coasta� units and one
�arge and wide-ranging offshore popu�ation in European waters
(ICES 2�16, 2�14a), as a resu�t of a combination of spatia�
separation, �ack of photo-identification matches and genetic
differences (ICES 2�14b). In the ABI sub-region, there is one
offshore AU, and four recognized coasta� AUs: Northern Spain,
Southern Ga�icia Rias, Coasta� Portuga� and Gu�f of Cadiz (ICES
2�16, 2�14a). There is no coasta� AU on the French coast of the
ABI sub-region and bott�enose do�phins are assessed as a
sing�e unit. ICES acknow�edges that it is �ike�y that the number
of coasta� AUs wi�� change with more information in the future
(ICES 2�16).

RED LIST European: ‘Data deficient’ (IUCN 2��7c); G�oba�: ‘Least Concern’
(We��s et a�. 2�19)

MSFD MSFD �atest assessment (countries): ES, FR, and PT

KEY
PRESSURES

According to the ICES WGMME ‘threat matrix’ deve�oped,
bott�enose do�phins are susceptib�e to contaminants, especia��y
the coasta� units (ICES 2�19a). In continenta� Portuga�,
bott�enose do�phins showed high �eve�s of Hg (Monteiro et a�.
2�16. Coasta� bott�enose do�phins exposed to high �eve�s of
contaminants can show hea�th issues and reproductive fai�ure
(Jepson et a�. 2�16, 2�13). Incidenta� bycatch of both offshore
and coasta� bott�enose do�phins through entang�ement in
fishing gear (main�y gi��nets and pe�agic traw�s) a�so requires
carefu� consideration (ICES 2�15a, b). Off the coasts of northern
Spain (Ga�icia, Asturias, Cantabria and Basque Country), west
Portuga�, and SW Spain (Anda�ucia), incidenta� bycatch is high
and potentia��y unsustainab�e (ICES, 2�15a, Goetz et a�. 2�14,
Vázquez et a�. 2�14, Vé�ez 2�14, López et a�. 2�12, 2��3).
Changes in prey avai�abi�ity as a resu�t of fishing activities can
a�so affect coasta� bott�enose do�phin units (ICES 2�19, 2�15c).
Disease, particu�ar�y vira� infections (do�phin morbi��ivirus,
herpesvirus) with concomitant toxop�asmosis and other
zoonoses may be an important pressure in the Iberian coast
(Bento et a�. 2�19, 2�16). In coasta� areas, human disturbance
caused by recreationa� activities (inc�uding commercia� do�phin
watching), may affect popu�ations in the short- and �ong-term
(Norman et a�. 2�15, Pirotta et a�. 2�15, 2�14, Feingo�d & Evans
2�14, Bejder et a�. 2��6, Bejder & Samue�s 2��3).
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Striped do�phin (Stene�a coeru�eoa�ba)

LEGAL STATUS

Habitats Directive: Annex IV
Bern Convention: Appendix II
Bonn Convention: Appendix II
CITES: Appendix II
ASCOBANS: yes ACCOBAMS: yes

DISTRIBUTION &
ABUNDANCE

In the SCANS-III survey area, the striped do�phin was the third
most sighted species and sightings in the ABI sub-region were
recorded most�y in the offshore waters of the Bay of Biscay
(Hammond et a�. 2�21b).

ECOLOGY

The striped do�phin is distributed in tropica� to warm
temperate waters and is common�y found in deep waters off the
continenta� she�f (Jefferson et a�. 1993), often associated with
upwe��ing areas or convergence zones, where the associated
high productivity creates favourab�e feeding opportunities
(Ba�ance et a�. 2��6, Archer II 2��2). Striped do�phins may a�so
be found in coasta� areas where deep waters come c�ose to
shore.
The dietary p�asticity of the striped do�phins varies depending
on the foraging areas being used, eating on�y oceanic prey taxa
(Ringe�stein et a�. 2��6) if foraging in oceanic waters; or
inc�uding oceanic, neritic, and coasta� prey species in their diet
if they move around different types of areas (Marça�o et a�.
2�21, Santos et a�. 2��8, Spitz et a�. 2��6).
Differences in morpho�ogica� characteristics and very �ow gene
f�ow among samp�ed individua�s from the eastern North At�antic
and the Mediterranean suggest there are two we��-defined
popu�ations of striped do�phins in the two areas (Gaspari 2��4,
Ca�zada & Agui�ar 1995, García-Martínez et a�. 1999, 1995).
Regarding popu�ation structure in the eastern North At�antic,
there are no studies that cou�d indicate any divisions or
structuring. Therefore, in the eastern North At�antic, striped
do�phins are managed as a sing�e AU (ICES 2�14a).

RED LIST European: ‘Data deficient’ (IUCN 2��7d); G�oba�: ‘Least Concern’
(Brau�ik 2�19)

MSFD MSFD �atest assessment (countries): FR, and PT

KEY
PRESSURES

Even though abundant and high�y mobi�e, striped do�phins are
susceptib�e to the accumu�ation of contaminants and incidenta�
bycatch (ICES 2�19a). Diseases, particu�ar�y vira� infections
(do�phin morbi��ivirus, herpesvirus) may be an important
pressure in the Iberian coast (Bento et a�. 2�16, 2�18).
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Ki��er wha�e (Orcinus orca)

LEGAL STATUS

Habitats Directive: Annex IV
Bern Convention: Appendix II
Bonn Convention: Appendix II
CITES: Appendix II
ASCOBANS: yes ACCOBAMS: yes

DISTRIBUTION &
ABUNDANCE

The ki��er wha�e is the most widespread cetacean, as it can
occur in every type of marine region, from the equator to the
po�es (Carwardine 2�19). A�though the ki��er wha�e shows an
extensive distribution, it does not occur in �arge numbers and
abundance is quite �imited compared to the other sma�� toothed
cetaceans. A pi�ot study to obtain information on ki��er wha�e
abundance in European waters, deve�oped by the OSPAR
Commission, showed that the species occurs in sma�� groups in
distinct areas (OSPAR 2�17b). In the ABI sub-region, ki��er
wha�es form a subpopu�ation in the Strait of Gibra�tar, with
some genetic simi�arity with individua�s from the Canary
Is�ands (OSPAR 2�17b, Foote et a�. 2�11). In the Canary Is�ands,
ki��er wha�es are rare�y sighted (Jourdain et a�. 2�19). Despite
the genetic simi�arity between �ocations, the popu�ation from
the strait of Gibra�tar is considered to be unique and the IUCN
define it as a “subpopu�ation”, with its conservation status
(Esteban & Foote 2�19). The distribution of this popu�ation was
thought to be �imited main�y to the Strait of Gibra�tar, with few
sporadic sightings in the surrounding waters (Esteban & Foote
2�19). However, the most recent interactions between some
individua�s of this popu�ation and vesse�s showed that at �east
a part of the popu�ation is high�y mobi�e, and trave�s
throughout the waters of the ABI region, most�y around the
Iberian Peninsu�a year-round (Esteban et a�. 2�22).

ECOLOGY

From the suggested �ist of species, the ki��er wha�e is the best
representative of top predators. In a�� European waters,
inc�uding those further south, mo�ecu�ar data distinguishes at
�east three putative popu�ations of ki��er wha�es with a
distribution that coincides with their prey distribution
(Jourdain et a�. 2�19, Foote et a�. 2�11): 1. Individua�s from
Ice�and, Norway and Scot�and, which are associated with the
North At�antic herring, 2. Other individua�s from Scot�and,
Ire�and, Ice�and, and the North Sea, which is associated with
the North-east At�antic mackere�, and 3. Individua�s from
Gibra�tar and the Canary Is�ands (Jourdain et a�. 2�19).
Regarding the popu�ation that occurs in the ABI sub-region, the
assessment made by IUCN defines the movements of the
individua�s as not migrants (Esteban & Foote 2�19). As a top
predator, the movements of some individua�s are extensive and
cover the who�e ABI sub-region (Esteban et a�. 2�22).
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RED LIST

Iberian ki��er wha�e: Critica��y Endangered (Esteban & Foote
2�19)
European: Data deficient (IUCN 2��7e); G�oba�: Data deficient
(Reeves et a�. 2�17).
The reason for the Data Deficient �isting g�oba��y is taxonomic
uncertainty (Reeves et a�. 2�17). In both assessments, experts
noted that sma�� regiona� popu�ations are �ike�y to qua�ify for a
threatened status because they are known to have dec�ined
significant�y from threats, inc�uding prey dep�etion and
po��utants.
The Iberian ki��er wha�e is considered Critica��y Endangered due
to the sma�� number of adu�t individua�s (be�ow 5�) and the fact
that they heavi�y depend on a prey species that is sti��
overfished, despite management efforts (the At�antic b�uefin
tuna) (Esteban & Foote 2�19, Co��ette et a�. 2�15). A�so,
a�though adu�t surviva� remains within �eve�s known to be
consistent with stab�e popu�ations, the �ack of recruitment
combined with the recent poor recruitment suggests an inferred
dec�ine in the future un�ess conditions improve (Esteban &
Foote 2�19).

MSFD MSFD �atest assessment (countries): SUD-ES

KEY
PRESSURES

Ki��er wha�es are vu�nerab�e to the accumu�ation of
contaminants through the food chain, a key pressure identified
for this species, in severa� studies (e.g., Desforges et a�. 2�18,
Esteban et a�. 2�16, Jepson et a�. 2�16) and in the ICES ‘Threat
Matrix” (ICES 2�19a), with high po��utant �eve�s possib�y
inhibiting reproduction (Jepson et a�. 2�16). A�though the ICES
‘Threat matrix’ does not identify disturbance from human
activities as a medium or high-type of threat to ki��er wha�es in
the Bay of Biscay & Iberian Peninsu�a, the Spanish Ministry of
Environment proposed two critica� areas to regu�ate possib�e
disturbance activities such as commercia� and recreationa�
wha�e watching and mi�itary exercises in the main habitat of
ki��er wha�es in spring and summer (Esteban & Foote 2�19,
B.O.E.-A-2�17-5474, 2�17).
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Long-finned pi�ot wha�e (G�obicepha�a me�as)

LEGAL STATUS

Habitats Directive: Annex IV
Bern Convention: Appendix II
Bonn Convention: Appendix II
CITES: Appendix II
ASCOBANS: yes ACCOBAMS: yes

DISTRIBUTION &
ABUNDANCE

The �ong-finned pi�ot wha�e, hereafter pi�ot wha�e, is found in
temperate and sub-po�ar regions (O�son & Rei��y 2��2) and it
prefers the continenta� she�f break, continenta� and is�and
s�ope waters and areas with comp�ex topography such as
seamounts and ridges (Carwardine 2�19). During SCANS-III,
pi�ot wha�es showed simi�ar abundance va�ues to the
bott�enose do�phin, but since it is a species with wide
movements, its abundance may change as a response to prey
avai�abi�ity, from one SCANS to another (Hammond et a�. 2�21b).
In the ABI sub-region, most SCANS sightings were reported in
the offshore waters of the Bay of Biscay (Hammond et a�. 2�21b).
Most sightings are recorded in waters > 2���m deep; when
searching for prey, pi�ot wha�es can dive to depths of 824m
(Airo�di et a�. 2��3, Baird et a�. 2��2).

ECOLOGY

The popu�ation structure of pi�ot wha�es in the At�antic Ocean
remains unc�ear because of conf�icting evidence. Morphometric
data show differences between pi�ot wha�es caught in the
Northwest and Northeast At�antic (ICES 1996, B�och & Lastein
1993), possib�y indicating structuring between these two areas.
These resu�ts are corroborated by the �ow impact of the
dep�etion of pi�ot wha�es off Newfound�and from 1947 to 1972
on g�oba� pi�ot wha�e abundance, perhaps indicating the
presence of two or more popu�ations (Sergeant 1962, Mercer
1975). Converse�y, genetic ana�ysis of mitochondria� DNA
(mtDNA) shows �itt�e variabi�ity between pi�ot wha�es from the
western At�antic and the eastern At�antic (Monteiro et a�. 2�15,
Siemann 1994). Other genetic markers and biochemica� evidence
show significant geographica� differences in the North At�antic,
with prey distribution (Monteiro et a�. 2�15) and sea
temperature (Fu��ard et a�. 2���) probab�y driving pi�ot wha�e
differentiation. Pi�ot wha�es stranded in Iberia are genetica��y
different from wha�es stranded in the UK and Faroe Is�ands
(Monteiro et a�. 2�15a), revea�ing a �ong and strong segregation
between these popu�ations. A simi�ar differentiation pattern
seems to occur with eco�ogica� tracers (stab�e isotopes,
Monteiro et a�. 2�15 a, b). In Western Iberia, there is an
apparent preference for more coasta� habitats and prey. These
studies suggest that more than one popu�ation occurs in the
North At�antic, and possib�y a�so in the Northeast At�antic, and
it is �ike�y a matter of time unti� there is an officia�
identification of one or more AUs for the species.
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RED LIST European: ‘Data deficient’ (IUCN 2��7f); G�oba�: ‘Least Concern’
(Minton et a�. 2�18)

MSFD MSFD �atest assessment (countries): FR, NOR-ES

KEY
PRESSURES

According to the WGMME, the most concerning threats that
pi�ot wha�es face are contaminants and �oud anthropogenic
noise, such as those generated by navy sonar and seismic
exp�oration (ICES 2�19a). Changes in behaviour of pi�ot wha�es
have been associated with exposure to mi�itary sonar pu�ses,
inc�uding changes in voca�isations, trave��ing, surfacing and
diving/foraging behaviours (Mi��er et a�. 2�15, 2�12, Siv�e et a�.
2�12, Rende�� & Gordon 1999). High �eve�s of Hg and Cd have
been reported for pi�ot wha�es in Northern and Western Iberia,
with some anima�s showing �eve�s above the defined toxic
thresho�ds, especia��y in short-finned pi�ot wha�es (Monteiro et
a�. 2�17). Based on the reports of the ICES WGBYC, the number
of bycatches of pi�ot wha�es for the period 2��8-2�19 was
sma��, suggesting that bycatch is not a concern for this species
(ICES 2�19a).
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Risso’s do�phin (Grampus griseus)

LEGAL STATUS

Habitats Directive: Annex IV
Bern Convention: Appendix II
Bonn Convention: Appendix II
CITES: Appendix II
ASCOBANS: yes ACCOBAMS: yes

DISTRIBUTION &
ABUNDANCE

Risso’s do�phins are found throughout tropica� and temperate
regions and in a�� types of habitat, from coasta� to oceanic,
with an overa�� �ow density throughout their distribution
(Jefferson et a�. 2�14). Few sightings were recorded in the
SCANS-III tota� area. In the ABI sub-region, sightings were
most�y recorded in the coasta� areas of the Iberian Peninsu�a
and a few others in the offshore waters of the Bay of Biscay
(Hammond et a�. 2�21b).

ECOLOGY

There are very few studies about the distribution, genetic
diversity, and eco�ogy of Risso’s do�phins and the potentia�
impact of anthropogenic pressure because of the �ack of
sufficient data. Risso’s do�phins seem to prefer mid-temperate
waters in the steep continenta� she�f, s�ope waters and
submarine canyons, with depths between 4�� and 1��� m, as
opposed to offshore waters (Carwardine 2�19, Baird 2��9).
Sate��ite tag data show that Risso’s do�phins can dive down to
4��–5�� m (We��s et a�. 2��9). One study ana�ysed the
popu�ation genetic structure of Risso’s do�phins in the North
At�antic, more specifica��y the differentiation between
individua�s in UK waters and in the Mediterranean (Gaspari et a�.
2��7). This study indicated significant differences between the
two popu�ations samp�ed, but no further studies were
undertaken encompassing samp�ed individua�s from other areas
of the At�antic. Based on the sma�� avai�ab�e data and few
studies on this species, it is not possib�e to determine AUs.

RED LIST European: ‘Data deficient’ (IUCN 2��7g); G�oba�: ‘Least Concern’
(Kiszka & Brau�ik 2�18)

MSFD MSFD �atest assessment (countries): FR

KEY
PRESSURES

A�though the WGMME ICES c�assifies the impact of severa� main
threats (bycatch, contaminants, habitat �oss and degradation)
as �ow for the Risso’s do�phin (ICES 2�19a) the amount of
evidence for this assessment is sma��. As a deep-diving
cetacean, Risso’s do�phins may be affected by marine �itter
(Puig-Lozano et a�. 2�18), noise po��ution (Carwardine 2�19) and
disturbance due to recreationa� activities by decreasing
individua�s resting and socia�izing rates with the increasing
number of vesse�s (Visser et a�. 2�11). Risso’s do�phins are a�so
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susceptib�e to bycatch from �ong�ine fisheries (Macías et a�.
2�12).
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Cuvier’s beaked wha�e (Ziphius cavirostris)

LEGAL STATUS

Habitats Directive: Annex IV
Bern Convention: Appendix II
Bonn Convention: Appendix I
CITES: Appendix II
ASCOBANS: yes ACCOBAMS: yes

DISTRIBUTION &
ABUNDANCE

Among the beaked wha�es, Cuvier’s beaked wha�e, hereafter
Ziphius, is the most wide�y distributed species and it is found
in po�ar to tropica� waters (MacLeod et a�. 2��6). Because of its
deep-water, oceanic distribution and �imited time spent at the
surface, the co��ection of visua� data is cha��enging. As a resu�t,
in the past, most information about this species derived from
strandings, since it strands frequent�y (Wojtek & Norman 2�13,
Cu�ik 2�11, MacLeod et a�. 2��6). The ABI sub-region, most
specifica��y the offshore waters of the Bay of Biscay, was the
area with the most sightings of Ziphius during the SCANS-III
survey (Hammond et a�. 2�21b) but sightings a�so occurred in
offshore waters of the Iberian Peninsu�a (Correia et a�. 2�19b,
Vingada & Eira 2�18). There is evidence that suggests the
species is dec�ining in parts of its range (Moore & Bar�ow 2�13).
This species distributes deeper than 2�� m and main�y between
15��-35�� m, in areas with comp�ex topography, such as
canyons and she�f margins, over the continenta� s�ope or around
oceanic is�ands or seamounts (Carwardine 2�19).

ECOLOGY

The Ziphius is capab�e of the deepest (2992 m) and �ongest
(137.5 minutes) foraging dives among mamma�s (Schorr et a�.
2�14), with average foraging dives deeper than 1��� m and
�asting one hour (Shearer et a�. 2�19). The Ziphius a�so performs
non-foraging dives at depths of 28� m that �ast on average 2�
minutes (Shearer et a�. 2�19). Whi�e foraging, Ziphius produce
high�y directiona� u�trasonic echo�ocation c�icks (Zimmer et a�.
2��5, Frantzis et a�. 2��2). Some areas are identified as
important habitats for Ziphius popu�ations (Fo�ey et a�. 2�21,
Rogan et a�. 2�17, Fa�cone et a�. 2��9), inc�uding the Bay of
Biscay (Robbins et a�. 2�22, Kiszka et a�. 2��7) and seamounts in
Portuguese waters ( Correia et a�. 2�21a), and other areas
that can be used year-round (Arcange�i et a�. 2�16, McSweeney
et a�. 2��7). Photographic data of Ziphius show re-sightings of
individua�s over time (Fo�ey et a�. 2�21, Fa�cone et a�. 2�17,
Schorr et a�. 2�14), spanning up to 11-15 years, suggesting a
high degree of site fide�ity (Baird 2�19, Reyes 2�17, McSweeney
et a�. 2��7). Da�ebout et a�. (2��5) used genetic data to
demonstrate a high degree of iso�ation and �ow materna� gene
f�ow among samp�ed individua�s of Ziphus from the North
At�antic, North Pacific, and Southern Hemisphere, with a
distinct subpopu�ation in the Mediterranean Sea. Heyning
(1989) a�so suggested regiona� differences in pigmentation
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patterns and crania� osteo�ogica� features, suggesting �oca��y
distinct popu�ations. A�though current data suggests the
existence of some degree of differentiation among Ziphius
popu�ations, there is no substantia� data and research to
indicate further structuring in the ABI sub-region and
surrounding European waters.

RED LIST European: ‘Data deficient’ (IUCN 2��7h); G�oba�: ‘Least Concern’
(Baird et a�. 2�2�)

MSFD MSFD �atest assessment (countries): none

KEY
PRESSURES

According to the ‘Threat Matrix’, the most concerning threats
that Ziphius face in the ABI sub-region are marine �itter and
underwater noise (ICES 2�19a). Since beaked wha�es use a
suction-feeding strategy to capture prey, they mistaken�y
identify p�astic bags and other types of marine debris as prey
and swa��ow them. Severa� records of ingestion of marine �itter
by Ziphius have been documented (e.g. Borto�otto et a�. 2�16,
Gomerči et a�. 2��6, Ponce�et et a�. 2���), inc�uding in the Bay of
Biscay (Santos et a�. 2��1). In the extended area of the
northeast At�antic, there is a high incidence of ingestion and
death from p�astic bags (MacLeod 2��9). Regarding underwater
noise, severa� studies have shown an association between
Unusua� Morta�ity Events (UMEs) of this species and mi�itary
sonar experiments, observed as mass stranding events (e.g.
Podestà et a�. 2�16, Arbe�o et a�. 2��8, Cox et a�. 2��6, Evans &
Mi��er 2��4, Waring et a�. 2��1, Frantzis 1998). In areas where
mi�itary exercises have been banned (e.g. Canary Is�ands),
because of prior association with high-intensity active nava�
sonars and UMEs, no further events have been recorded
(Berna�do de Quirós et a�. 2�19). According to Do�man et a�.
(2�21), the northeast At�antic is one of the areas in the wor�d
with the highest incidence of mass stranding events, which are
growing throughout the years, both in magnitude and
frequency. Due to the growing concerns about the exposure of
beaked wha�es to acoustic disturbance, severa� research
programs are on course, increasing our know�edge about the
movements, feeding eco�ogy, and diving behaviour of this group
of species (Forney et a�. 2�17). During the ASCOBANS 26th
Meeting of the Advisory Committee, severa� recommendations
were made to obtain a better assessment of the popu�ations of
beaked wha�es, inc�uding Ziphius, and the impact of
anthropogenic noise events on the popu�ations. The
recommendations inc�uded the deve�opment of visua� and
acoustic monitoring programs to provide base�ine data about
the popu�ations and ‘the deve�opment of harmonised response
protoco�s for beaked wha�e strandings to ensure that the
necessary datasets (e.g. patho�ogy, meteoro�ogy prior to the
stranding, oceanography, acoustic monitoring, and any
information on the use of high-intensity sound sources) can be
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rapid�y assemb�ed to assist with the identification of the time,
�ocation and cause of the morta�ity event’ (Do�man et a�. 2�21).
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Sperm wha�e (Physeter macrocepha�us)

LEGAL STATUS

Habitats Directive: Annex IV
Bern Convention: Appendix II
Bonn Convention: Appendix I and II
CITES: Appendix I
ASCOBANS: no ACCOBAMS: yes
IWC: �ists sperm wha�e seasons, sperm wha�e size �imits and
sperm wha�e catch �imits at �

DISTRIBUTION &
ABUNDANCE

The sperm wha�e is one of the most wide�y distributed anima�s
in the wor�d, and it has the second widest distribution of any
marine mamma�, after the ki��er wha�e (Carwardine 2�19), even
though the distribution of fema�es is �imited to the 5�º North
and 4�º South �atitudes (Rice 1989). In the ABI sub-region, the
sperm wha�e is not common�y sighted possib�y due to the
�imited time spent at the surface and to sma�� group sizes,
sometimes reduced to one individua� (Rogan et a�. 2�17). During
SCANS-III, there were on�y a few sightings in the offshore
waters of the ABI sub-region, in the Bay of Biscay and northern
Spain (Hammond et a�. 2�21b).

ECOLOGY

The re�ative abundance of sperm wha�es seems to be high in
rich-nutrient areas associated with upwe��ing events (Biggs et
a�. 2��5, Jaquet et a�. 1996), and with specific bathymetric and
oceanic features that increase prey avai�abi�ity (Waring et a�.
2��5, Biggs et a�. 2���). Sperm wha�es usua��y dive to depths
ranging from 2�� to 12�� m, during 3�-5� minutes, to forage on
meso- and bathype�agic organisms, especia��y cepha�opods,
inc�uding the giant squid and the jumbo squid (C�arke 1996,
1986, Kawakami 198�).
Sperm wha�es disp�ay strong sexua� segregation, with fema�es
being separated from adu�t ma�es for most of their �ives
(Carwardine 2�19, Whitehead 2��3). Fema�es and their offspring
tend to stay in warm tropica� and sub-tropica� waters and form
�ong-term socia� units of 1� to 12 individua�s with on�y
occasiona� movements of individua�s among units (Christa� et a�.
1998, Whitehead et a�. 1991). These groups are most�y found in
deep oceanic waters, deeper than 1��� m, a�though on some
occasions they can a�so be found in waters �ess than 3�� m
deep (Carwardine 2�19). When young ma�es reach puberty, they
start to disperse to higher, po�ar, �atitudes (Rice 1989) forming
sma�� ‘bache�or groups’ and becoming increasing�y so�itary,
away from the fema�es, as they mature (Whitehead, 2��3, Best
1979). Adu�t ma�es return to �ower �atitudes, possib�y trave��ing
�arge distances across oceans (Whitehead & Wei�gart 2���,
Ivashin 1981, Gaskin 197�) to breed, moving between fema�e
units in search of receptive fema�es (Whitehead 2��3). The
timing and the extent of movements of adu�t ma�es are sti��
uncertain because some studies show that ma�es can a�so occur
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in �ow �atitudes in sma�� numbers for a few months throughout
the year (Si�va et a�. 2�14, Whitehead 1993) and the
north-sound migration is �ess evident in tropica� and
subtropica� regions (Whitehead 2��3). In some areas, fema�es
can a�so trave� to higher �atitudes during the summer as a
response to changes in food avai�abi�ity (Carwardine 2�19).
The genera� extensive movements of adu�t ma�es and the more
�imited �atitudina� distribution of fema�es resu�t in a sma��
microsate��ite differentiation among ocean basins due to
breeding outside materna� socia� units and ma�e-mediated gene
f�ow over �ong ranges and across oceans (Enge�haupt 2��4,
Lyrho�m et a�. 1999). In addition, g�oba� mitochondria� diversity
is a�so sma��, but with a marked variation among ocean basins,
indicating that fema�es do not switch basins (Lyrho�m &
Gy��ensten 1998). Current�y, there is one sing�e MU of the
species for the who�e North At�antic because of unc�ear
geographic structuring, migration patterns and habitat
preferences. Research on stab�e isotopes of samp�ed individua�s
between Denmark and NW Spain indicates the existence of
heterogeneities in the habitat, particu�ar�y in the �ocation of
their breeding grounds, suggesting the occurrence of structure
in the eastern North At�antic popu�ation of the species (Borre��
et a�. 2�13). In the ABI sub-region, abundance and distribution
resu�ts indicate that sightings of this species in the area are
�ike�y ma�es (Rogan et a�. 2�17). Most sightings were recorded in
deep waters off Ga�icia and the south-eastern part of the Bay of
Biscay, which inc�udes the Santander Canyon, previous�y
reported as being important for the species (Kiszka et a�. 2��7).
Wha�ing records show that fema�es can a�so occur in the
southern waters of ABI, most specifica��y a�ong the Iberian
Peninsu�a (Borre�� et a�. 2�13, Agui�ar et a�. 2��7).
Sperm wha�es are socia� anima�s and produce severa� types of
c�icks, produced in a rapid series of pu�ses that serve functions
of echo�ocation and communication (Whitehead 2��3). One type
of c�ick, coda, is high�y stereotyped and it is characterized by
the number of c�icks and the pattern of inter-c�ick interva�s.
Codas consist of cu�tura��y inherited acoustic signatures that
are shared among subsets of a popu�ation which are defined as
‘voca� c�ans’ (Rende�� & Whitehead 2��3). Voca� c�ans produce
codas to possib�y maintain group cohesion whi�e the anima�s
are c�ose to the surface (Te�oni 2��5, Wei�gart & Whitehead
1993, Whitehead & Wei�gart 1991, Watkins & Schevi�� 1977).
Since codas show geographica� variation (Antunes 2��9, Rende��
& Whitehead 2��5, Pavan et a�. 2���, Wei�gart & Whitehead
1997, Moore et a�. 1993), Whitehead (2�18) suggests
considering them as indicators of popu�ation division, for
management purposes. However, it shou�d be noted that voca�
c�ans are most�y composed of fema�es and their offspring, whi�e
ma�es rare�y emit codas (Gero et a�. 2�16). Ma�es a�so have
exc�usive sounds, which are ca��ed s�ow c�icks, and are produced
in high and �ow �atitudes, presumab�y as an acoustic disp�ay to
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deter other ma�e competitors or to attract fema�es (O�iveira et
a�. 2�13, Wei�gart & Whitehead 1988).

RED LIST European: ‘Vu�nerab�e’ (IUCN 2��7i); G�oba�: ‘Vu�nerab�e’ (Tay�or
et a�. 2�19)

MSFD MSFD �atest assessment (countries): none

KEY
PRESSURES

Sperm wha�es were one of the main target species of wha�ing,
especia��y during the 18th and 19th centuries, when wha�ers
hunted them in pe�agic open-boats, �aunched from �arge vesse�s
that cou�d sai� for severa� months and process wha�es onboard
(Townsend 1935). Another intense sperm wha�e hunting period
was the first ha�f of the 2�th century when wha�ers used
steam-powered vesse�s, with harpoon guns, and returned to
severa� �and stations (Sanpera & Agui�ar 1992). After the
estab�ishment of the Internationa� Wha�ing Commission
Moratorium, in 1986, commercia� wha�ing ceased (IWC 1983),
but it is strong�y suspected that the number of caught
individua�s resu�ted in a dep�etion of popu�ations (IUCN 2��7i,
Whitehead 2��2). Wha�ing of sperm wha�es and ba�een wha�es
occurred a�ong the Iberian Peninsu�a (Sanpera & Agui�ar 1992),
and the waters from Cape Saint Vincent (PT) and the Strait of
Gibra�tar were a we��-known wha�ing ground (Agui�ar et a�.
2��7). C�ark (1884–1887) described the re�ative abundance of
sperm wha�es in the Strait of Gibra�tar as high and catch
records suggest a year-round presence of the species (Agui�ar
et a�. 2��7).
A�though there is no evidence of a continuing dec�ine in the
abundance of sperm wha�e popu�ations in European waters,
IUCN assessed the current �eve�s of sperm wha�es at a 5�%
�ower �eve� than past abundance and strong�y recommended the
deve�opment of further surveys and mode��ing studies to better
determine current and historic popu�ation size and trends (IUCN
2��7i). The ICES threat matrix identifies the ingestion of
marine �itter and the co��ision with ships as the main threats
that sperm wha�es face in the ABI sub-region (ICES 2�19a). Due
to their feeding habitats, i.e. the use of suction feeding to
capture prey, a�� deep-diving toothed wha�es are susceptib�e to
ingesting f�oating debris. Records of ingestion of marine debris
by sperm wha�es in European waters, especia��y p�astic debris,
are of high concern (Unger et a�. 2�17, de Stephanis et a�. 2�13,
Notarbarto�o di Sciara et a�. 2�12, Mazzario� et a�. 2�11). Based
on reports of ship co��isions, sperm wha�es are one of the most
concerning species (IWC 2��8, Vander�aan & Taggart 2��7,
Pesante et a�. 2��2, Laist et a�. 2��1). A�though the WGMME
(2�19) �ists underwater noise as a �ow concern to sperm wha�es,
since the species re�ies a �ot on acoustic signa�s it is sti��
expected that this threat cou�d impact the species.
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Fin wha�e (Ba�aenoptera physa�us)

LEGAL STATUS

Habitats Directive: Annex IV
Bern Convention: Appendix II
Bonn Convention: Appendix I and II
CITES: Appendix I
ASCOBANS: yes ACCOBAMS: yes

DISTRIBUTION &
ABUNDANCE

The fin wha�e is a cosmopo�itan species and it is found most�y
in offshore waters (Carwardine 2�19). Because of their offshore
occurrence, sma�� group sizes and extensive movements, fin
wha�es can be cha��enging to monitor. During SCANS-III, a�most
sightings of fin wha�es were recorded in the offshore waters of
the ABI (Hammond et a�. 2�21b).

ECOLOGY

The fin wha�e is the second-�argest �iving anima�, next to the
b�ue wha�e. It is assumed that fin wha�es undertake a genera�
seasona� �atitudina� migratory movement with anima�s feeding
during the summer in high-�atitude productive areas and
spending the winter in tropica� or subtropica� areas for
reproduction (e.g., Ke��ogg 1929). However, this seasona�
�atitudina� movement seems to be oversimp�istic in describing
fin wha�e movement and severa� studies show a continuum of
migratory strategies that seem to ref�ect �oca� adaptations of
different age-sex c�asses of wha�es (Geijer et a�. 2�16). In the
case of the ABI sub-region, wha�ing records from the 2�th
century show that fin wha�es were once abundant in the seas to
the southwest of Portuga� (C�apham et a�. 2��8, C�apham & Hatch
2���, Sanpera & Agui�ar 1992). Fin wha�es were found in dense
concentrations, c�ose to shore, and throughout the year, which
suggested the presence of a �oca�, nonmigratory subpopu�ation
(C�apham & Hatch 2���, Sanpera & Agui�ar 1992). Recent
sightings and strandings suggest that fin wha�e numbers in this
area are sma�� compared to the past abundance, and there is no
evidence of the presence of the suggested resident
subpopu�ation (C�apham et a�. 2��8).
In the ABI sub-region, two subpopu�ations occur, one from the
Mediterranean and the other from the North At�antic, identified
through mo�ecu�ar (Pa�sbø�� et a�. 2��8, Berube et a�. 1998),
toxico�ogica� (Agui�ar et a�. 2��2), and stab�e isotope (Giménez
et a�. 2�13) and acoustic (Pereira et a�. 2�2�, Caste��ote et a�.
2�12) data. According to visua� and acoustic evidence, on�y a
sma�� fraction of wha�es from the Mediterranean Sea may trave�
to the Northeast North At�antic during the summer (Pereira et
a�. 2�2�, Gauffier et a�. 2�18). Fin wha�es are a�so sighted in
periods of time when there are no recorded acoustic signa�s
(Boisseau 2�14, Sousa & Brito 2�12, Verborgh 2�12, Husum
2�11), suggesting a year-round presence of the species in the
southern ABI. Three AUs of fin wha�es were identified in the
northeast north At�antic, with an over�ap with IWC stocks: 1)
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East Ice�and-Faroe Is�ands (EL+F), Norway (N) and Spain (SP)
(OSPAR Commission 2�22).

RED LIST

European: ‘Near Threatened’ (IUCN 2��7j); G�oba�: ‘’Vu�nerab�e’
(Cooke 2�18)
For the IUCN European assessment, qua�itative comparisons
with popu�ation �eve�s of 81 years (3 generations) ago suggest
current popu�ation �eve�s are at �east 3�-49% �ower than past
abundance (IUCN SSC Cetacean Specia�ist Group 2��7).

MSFD MSFD �atest assessment (countries): FR and PT

KEY
PRESSURES

In the 2�th century, fin wha�es were one of the most hunted
species in the Northern hemisphere and popu�ations were
heavi�y reduced (Rocha et a�. 2�14). The recovery of popu�ations
in the North At�antic is sti�� uncertain because of different
observed trends (IUCN 2��7j). Current�y, fin wha�es are
especia��y vu�nerab�e to underwater noise, main�y from
�ow-frequency sources such as seismic surveying and shipping
(ICES 2�19a). Because this species uses �ow-frequency signa�s
for reproduction (Cro�� et a�. 2��2) and possib�y feeding
purposes (Romagosa et a�. 2�21), anthropogenic noise in this
frequency range can affect communication and vita� activities.
The risk of ship co��ision is a�so a concerning issue for fin
wha�es (WGMME 2�19), which resu�ts in injuries and death
(Castro et a�. 2�22). Over the past few years, many strandings of
fin wha�es have been registered on the At�antic seaboard in
France (Pe�agis 2�22).
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Minke wha�e (Ba�aenoptera acutorostrata)

LEGAL STATUS

Habitats Directive: Annex IV
CITES: Appendix I (except for the West Green�and stock �isted in
Appendix II)
Bern Convention: Appendix II
Bonn Convention: Appendix I and II
ASCOBANS: yes ACCOBAMS: yes

DISTRIBUTION &
ABUNDANCE

The minke wha�e is the sma��est ba�een wha�e from the
Northern Hemisphere, and it is one of the most wide�y
distributed species of ba�een wha�es, occurring in both coasta�
and pe�agic waters (Risch et a�. 2�19). It was a rare species
during the SCANS-III survey and there was on�y one sighting for
the who�e ABI sub-region, in the waters of northern Spain
(Hammond et a�. 2�21b).

ECOLOGY

Know�edge of the distribution and migration patterns of minke
wha�es is scarce for a�most a�� popu�ations (Risch et a�. 2�19). It
is assumed that they a�so conduct seasona� migrations, �ike
other ba�een wha�e species, and in some coasta� areas,
individua�s can show site fide�ity (Carwardine 2�19). Based on
photo-identification studies conducted in severa� areas of the
Pacific (Dorsey et a�. 199�) and the North At�antic (Bertu��i et a�.
2�13, Baumgartner 2��8, Gi�� et a�. 2���), some individua�s are
resighted throughout the years, but the majority of identified
individua�s show �ow �eve�s of site fide�ity.
Genetic (Andersen et a�. 2��3) and stab�e isotope data (Born et
a�. 2��3) suggest some popu�ation structuring in the North
At�antic summering areas, possib�y re�ated to regiona�
differences in eco�ogica� conditions and feeding preferences.
However, recent studies about the genetic differentiation of
minke wha�es in the eastern North At�antic show an unc�ear
structure (Quinte�a et a�. 2�14, Anderwa�d et a�. 2�11). In the
eastern North At�antic, minke wha�es stay around the British
Is�es and other coasta� areas during summer and ear�y fa�� to
feed (Risch et a�. 2�19, Tet�ey et a�. 2��8, Mac�eod et a�. 2��4)
and then disperse to unknown oceanic areas in the winter
(Risch et a�. 2�19). In the ABI sub-region, minke wha�es are
most�y sighted a�ong the Portuguese coast (Correia et a�. 2�21,
Hammond et a�. 2�21b, Vingada & Eira 2�18, Hammond et a�.
2�13). Because of the uncertainty of popu�ation structure and
the �ack of extensive information on key aspects of their
distribution, the species is managed as a sing�e AU in European
waters (ICES 2�14a). The IWC estab�ished severa� AUs for minke
wha�es, inc�uding in the North At�antic, but they are based on
the genera� occurrence of the species at the high �atitude
feeding areas (Donovan 1991). In the North At�antic, minke
wha�es produce severa� types of sounds, such as c�ick-series
(Beamish & Mitche�� 1973), �ow-frequency downsweep ca��s
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(Edds-Wa�ton 2���), and �ow-frequency pu�se-trains with
variab�e interpu�se interva�s (C�ark & Gagnon 2��4), which are
the best-described signa�s and the most usefu� for acoustic
monitoring of the species (e.g. Risch et a�. 2�14).

RED LIST European: ‘Least Concern’’ (IUCN 2��7k); G�oba�: ‘Least Concern’
(Cooke 2�18)

MSFD MSFD �atest assessment (countries): FR and PT

KEY
PRESSURES

Minke wha�es were the �ast ba�een wha�e species to be targeted
by commercia� wha�ing as other species were high�y dep�eted,
being sti�� subject to commercia� wha�ing by Japan, Ice�and and
Norway (Rocha et a�. 2�14). Other threats of concern in the ABI
area, inc�ude underwater noise from sonar, seismic surveys and
shipping, ship co��isions (ICES 2�19a), and bycatch (Carva�ho
2�18).
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3.2.Criteria, parameters and indicators

3.2.1. Popu�ation abundance (D1C2)

The effective conservation and management of wi�d�ife, inc�uding the
assessment of the conservation status of a species or popu�ation, the eco�ogica�
importance of an area, changes in the environment, or impacts of anthropogenic
activity, invo�ve the acquisition of estimates of anima� abundance or densities in
a geographica� area of interest. By obtaining these estimates fo��owing a
standardized method and consistent�y over a sufficient�y �ong period of time it is
possib�e to assess trends in the popu�ation abundance in a geographica� area, i.e.,
if the popu�ation is stab�e, increasing or if there shou�d be any concern.
Furthermore, such information is a�so required to assess of the �eve� of bycatch
or the impact of other anthropogenic activities, as we�� as demographic
parameters (Wade et a�. 2�21).

Abundance can be estimated through severa� methods and by using visua� or
acoustic data (e.g. Borchers 2�21, Buck�and et a�. 2�15, Marques et a�. 2�12).
Since tota� abundance is based on a samp�e and then extrapo�ated to a �arger
study area, it can be defined and estimated as:

● “The estimated number of anima�s in a specified area during the period of
time that the survey(s) took p�ace” (Hammond et a�. 2�21a). Density is
the number of anima�s per unit area (km2).

Hammond et a�. (2�21)a provide an overview of the most used methods to
estimate abundance for cetaceans, inc�uding detai�s on data co��ection and
ana�ysis, and theoretica� considerations. The most appropriate method to
estimate abundance depends on the species, �ogistics, resources and, in some
cases, the scientific rationa�e behind the study (Hammond et a�. 2�21a). OSPAR
CEMP Guide�ines describe monitoring methods for M4 assessment considering
differences in the structure, distribution and behaviour of some species. For
examp�e, the Guide�ines state that for �arge areas and wide-ranging species that
can be easi�y detected at the surface, the most effective approach to estimate
abundance consists of dedicated, i.e. focused on, �ine-transect surveys using
ships and/or aircraft with distance samp�ing methodo�ogy (OSPAR Commission
2�22). For species that can have individua�s with natura� or artificia� marks that
can be recognized over time, such as coasta� units of bott�enose do�phins and
ki��er wha�es, mark-recapture ana�ysis based on photo-identification data is the
most appropriate method, with high confidence in the estimates (OSPAR
Commission 2�22). These methods are not suitab�e for some species given their
�ow numbers of individua�s with conspicuous and stab�e individua� markings,
cryptic or evasive behaviour or pe�agic distribution that does not a��ow for
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obtaining systematic data efficient�y. Passive acoustic data co��ected from towed,
static or drifting hydrophones can be used to estimate the abundance of
deep-diving toothed cetaceans (Hi�debrand et a�. 2�15, Marques et a�. 2��9) or
acoustica��y active species with �ow densities (OSPAR Commission 2�22, Hammond
et a�. 2�21a, Marques et a�. 2�12).

The most used and robust method to estimate the abundance of cetaceans is
distance samp�ing (Thomas et a�. 2�1�, Buck�and et a�. 2��1). This method is
�arge�y accepted and the basis for the samp�ing design of current cetacean
surveys such as SCANS and CODA. The genera� approach of the method consists of
using the distances from a �ine or a point to objects (anima� or groups) or cues
(wha�e voca�izations) to estimate a probabi�ity of detection that is then used to
estimate abundance and/or density of the object/cue (Thomas et a�. 2�1�,
Buck�and et a�. 2��1). Distances can be estimated from �ine-transects that are
covered by ships and/or aircraft or point-transects, in which recording
instruments are dep�oyed. Based on the data co��ected and the probabi�ity of
detection, abundance can then be estimated through design-based or
mode�-based approaches.

The design-based approach imp�ies that transects are p�aced random�y
throughout the study area in a way that ensures that every point inside the area
has the same probabi�ity of being samp�ed, i.e., an equa� coverage probabi�ity
design (Hammond et a�. 2�21a, Thomas et a�. 2�1�). Even though data is co��ected
with a design-based approach, the distance samp�ing emp�oyed is a�ways a
mixture of design-based and mode�-based ana�ysis as the probabi�ity of detecting
an object or a cue as a function of its distance from the transect is mode��ed from
the fit of a detection function to the recorded distances (Buck�and et a�. 2�16).

Fu�� mode�-based approaches a��ow both the use of data co��ected through a
design-based as we�� as from unequa� survey samp�ing, such as regiona�
non-dedicated surveys. Using this approach density is mode��ed a�ong the
transects as a function of covariate data (environmenta�, survey and tempora�
variab�es). This mode�-based approach is a�so referred to as density surface
mode��ing (Mi��er et a�. 2�13) or species distribution mode��ing (Zure�� et a�.
2�2�). A�though mode�-based estimates of abundance are �ess robust than
design-based, they have the fo��owing advantages: they i) re�ax the assumption
of the equi-probabi�ity coverage in geographica� space; they a��ow ii) comp�ex and
opportunistic transect designs to be inc�uded to iii) estimate abundance at a fine
spatia� sca�e; and they a��ow iv) exp�oring how anima� density varies with
environmenta� covariates (e.g. depth, sea surface temperature, etc.), thereby
providing a framework to assess the effects of habitat or experimenta�
manipu�ation on density (Buck�and et a�. 2�16, Johnson et a�. 2�1�). WP2.1 of
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CetAMBIcion inc�uded the deve�opment of nove� approaches to reduce uncertainty
and bias in density estimates that are obtained from different sources of data
with �ine-transects protoco�s, such as dedicated (e.g. SCANS) and opportunistic
(DCF surveys). De�iverab�e 2.2.c of CetAMBIcion (P�ard & Authier 2�23) provides a
methodo�ogy for density estimation that inc�udes distance samp�ing and infinite
mixture mode�s to reduce the heterogeneity caused by different sources, such as
type of data, p�atforms, protoco�s and observers.

Tab�e 1 �ists severa� examp�es of abundance estimates obtained for a�� species
considered in this report.
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Tab�e 1. Examp�es of avai�ab�e abundance estimates according to different survey designs and abundance methods.

Survey design Type of data Method
Monitoring

project/programm
e

Area Species References

Dedicated
�ine-transect

(ship+aircraft) –
passing mode

Visua�
(sightings)

Design-based
distance samp�ing

SCANS I-III European
At�antic
waters

Harbour porpoise Hammond et
a�. (2�13,

2�21b)
Common do�phin
Bott�enose do�phin
Stripped do�phin
Risso’s do�phin
Pi�ot wha�e
Beaked wha�es
Sperm wha�e
Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e

Design-based
mark-recapture
distance samp�ing

CODA North At�antic
offshore
waters

Common do�phin CODA
(2��9)Striped do�phin

Pi�ot wha�e
Sperm wha�e
Fin wha�e

Mode�-based
distance samp�ing

CODA North At�antic
offshore
waters

Common do�phin
Striped do�phin
Pi�ot wha�e
Sperm wha�e
Beaked wha�es
Fin wha�e

Opportunistic
�ine-transect

survey

Visua�
(sightings)

Conventiona�
distance samp�ing
with covariates

Northwest of
Spain

Common do�phin Saavedra et
a�.

(2�18)
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Survey design Type of data Method
Monitoring

project/programm
e

Area Species References

Dedicated
point-transect

Acoustic cue Conventiona�
distance samp�ing

CODA North At�antic
offshore
waters

Sperm wha�e

SAMBAH Ba�tic Sea Harbour porpoise Amundin et a�.
(2�21)

Southern
Ca�ifornia
Anti-Submarine
Warfare Range
(SOAR)

Ca�ifornia (US) Cuvier’s beaked
wha�e

Hi�debrand et
a�. (2�15)

Opportunistic
point-transect

Acoustic cue Conventiona�
distance samp�ing

AUTEC range Bahamas B�ainvi��e’s beaked
wha�es

Marques et a�.
(2��9)

Dedicated
photo-ID surveys

Visua�
(photographs
)

Mark-recapture
mode��ing

- Inshore
waters of
main�and
Scot�and and
the Western
Is�es

Bott�enose do�phin Cheney et a�.
(2�13)

Southern
Ca�ifornia
Anti-Submarine
Warfare Range
(SOAR)

Ca�ifornia (US) Cuvier’s beaked
wha�e

Curtis et a�.
(2�21)

Mark-recapture
ana�ysis (no
mode�)

Iberian
Peninsu�a

Ki��er wha�e Esteban et a�.
(2�16)
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An estimate of abundance a�one is, however, insufficient to determine GES. At
OSPAR, the abundance of cetaceans is assessed by the indicator M4 “Abundance
and distribution of marine mamma�s”, which, according to current CEMP
guide�ines, shou�d be based on repeated abundance estimates, and the detection
of trends, i.e., changes over a specific period of time, which are then re�ated to
possib�e human causes (OSPAR Commission 2�22). It is necessary, therefore, not
on�y to estimate abundances for a certain period, but a�so a percentage of change
with time in re�ation to a base�ine va�ue (OSPAR Commission 2�22). CEMP
Guide�ines state that at �east three design-based or four capture-recapture
abundance estimates are required over a re�evant time sca�e to assess trends in
abundance (OSPAR Commission 2�22).

Every 11 years from 1994 unti� 2�16, data to estimate the abundance of
cetaceans in the NE At�antic has been co��ected from �arge-sca�e dedicated
surveys, referred to as SCANS (Sma�� Cetaceans in European At�antic waters and
the North Sea). The first SCANS survey, in 1994, was undertaken with ships in the
North and Ce�tic Seas to obtain comprehensive estimates of the abundance of
some cetacean species, particu�ar�y the harbour porpoise, and to assess the
impact of bycatch (Hammond et a�. 2�21a). The fo��owing surveys, SCANS-II in
2��5 and SCANS-III in 2�16, were conducted in a �arger area, extending to
Spanish and Portuguese waters, using ships and aircraft. SCANS-II on�y surveyed
she�f waters whi�e SCANS-III inc�uded offshore areas. In 2��7, there was a�so a
dedicated survey to co��ect data on cetacean abundance and distribution, on�y in
offshore European waters, known as CODA (Cetacean Offshore Distribution and
Abundance in the European At�antic) (CODA 2��9). Large-sca�e dedicated surveys,
such as SCANS and CODA, have a�so been an important source of data on the
distribution and abundance of wide-ranging cetaceans for MS to report on
Favourab�e Conservation Status under the HD, and on GES under the MSFD
(Hammond et a�. 2�21a). SCANS-surveys have not, however, been frequent enough
to generate data on time for the 6-year reporting cyc�e (OSPAR Commission 2�22).
In addition, SCANS require high financia� resources and campaigns are usua��y
executed in the summer, preventing the assessment of seasona� variabi�ity in
abundance and distribution. CEMP Guide�ines urge the need to increase the
frequency of SCANS surveys to match the reporting cyc�e of the MSFD and HD and
suggest the use of regu�ar regiona� monitoring to improve assessments, as �ong
as data co��ection is standardized to match SCANS procedures. The �atest
�arge-sca�e survey, SCANS-IV that took p�ace in 2�22, was p�anned to match the
reporting cyc�es, providing outputs for MS to report under the MSFD (Artic�e 8:
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due 2�24), the HD (Artic�e 17: 2�19-2�24) and OSPAR/HELCOM assessments
(Scheidat 2�21).

The ABI sub-region started to be inc�uded in the SCANS survey in 2��5 (Tab�e 2
and Figure 2) with two areas that covered the coasta� (2�� nm �imits) waters of
the Iberian Peninsu�a (zone W) and France (part of zone W and zone Z). The ABI
sub-region was partia��y inc�uded in the CODA survey, from two offshore areas in
the Bay of Biscay (zones 3 and 4). During SCANS-III, the coasta� areas of the
Iberian Peninsu�a (zones AA, AB, AC) and France (zone B, northern area exc�uded
from ABI region) were surveyed by p�ane and the offshore areas of the Bay of
Biscay (zones 9, 11, 12, 13) were surveyed by ship. ABI offshore zones surveyed
by SCANS-III were partia��y simi�ar to zones 3 and 4 of the CODA survey and a��
were surveyed by ship. Coasta� areas surveyed by SCANS-II are partia��y
compared with coasta� areas surveyed by SCANS-III, but the former was surveyed
by ship and the �atter was surveyed by p�ane.
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Tab�e 2. European dedicated cetacean surveys inc�uding the ABI sub-region, used to
assess abundance at a regiona� �eve�.

Survey Year P�atform ABI area Type

SCANS-II 2��5 Ship W and Z Coasta�

CODA 2��7 Ship 3 and 4 Offshore

SCANS-III
2�16 P�ane AA, AB, AC, B Coasta�

Ship 9, 11, 12 and 13 Offshore

Figure 2. Area covered by �arge-sca�e surveys in the European At�antic waters inc�uding
the ABI sub-region: SCANS-II (top-�eft); CODA (top-right); SCANS-III (bottom). Pink
�ettered b�ocks were surveyed by air; b�ue numbered b�ocks were surveyed by ship

(Hammond et a�. 2�21b).
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Acoustic and egg research surveys conducted under the Data Co��ection
Framework (DCF), imp�emented to support the EU Common Fisheries Po�icy, have
a�so been va�uab�e p�atforms to obtain opportunistic data on cetacean abundance
(for mode�-based approaches) and distribution mode��ing (e.g. Louzao et a�. 2�19,
Authier et a�. 2�18, Saavedra et a�. 2�18, Gutiérrez-Muñoz et a�. 2�16). The
primary aim of these surveys is to co��ect bio�ogica� and oceanographica� data for
the assessment of sma�� pe�agic fish stocks (ICES 2�19b, Doray et a�. 2�21).
Pre-defined �inear transects perpendicu�ar to the coast are fo��owed to cover the
area from the coast to the she�f break uniform�y. A summary and protoco�s of DCF
acoustic and egg surveys conducted in the she�f waters of the ABI can be found in
Doray et a�. (2�21) and ICES (2�19b), respective�y. In some of these surveys, such
as the French PELGAS, Spanish PELACUS, and Portuguese PELAGO, and Iberian
IBERAS, trained Marine Mamma� and Seabird Observers (MMSO) carry out data
co��ection of cetaceans, fo��owing a distance samp�ing protoco�. In Task 2.1., data
from European and nationa� mu�tidiscip�inary, and/or dedicated cetacean surveys
were co��ated to share current know�edge about abundance, distribution and
habitat in the ABI sub-region, to assess current know�edge gaps and propose
suitab�e so�utions to ensure regiona� consistency in data co��ection and ana�ysis.
More detai�s about the avai�ab�e data in each MS can be found in De�iverab�e 2.1.
Be�ow (Tab�e 3) we compi�e exc�usive�y previous�y pub�ished abundance estimates,
based on SCANS and CODA surveys, which used distance samp�ing methodo�ogy, to
minimize bias re�ated to protoco�s and correction factors.
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Tab�e 3. Abundance estimates (number of individua�s) per �arge-sca�e survey and per sma�� toothed cetacean species over the ABI sub-region. Abundance
estimates of the b�ocks surveyed in the ABI were summed to provide an estimate for the ABI sub-region: b�ocks W and Z, surveyed in SCANS-II; b�ocks 3
and 4, surveyed in CODA; b�ocks AA, AB, AC, B, 9, 11, 12 and 13, surveyed in SCANS-III (see Figure 2). CV, the coefficient of variation of the abundance
estimates (�-1), was ca�cu�ated for the abundance estimate of the ABI using the individua� CVs of the b�ocks surveyed in the sub-region. According to
Thomas (2�22), abundance estimates associated with CVs higher than �.5 are considered imprecise, because the spread of the data re�ative to the mean
va�ue is very �arge.

Species SCANS-II survey (2��5) CODA survey (2��7) SCANS-III survey (2�16) Notes

Harbour
porpoise

2,844 CV=�.7 (Revised from Hammond et a�.
2�13)
Area covered: ABI b�ocks W & Z. No
sightings in b�ock Z (French waters)

Area covered: ABI b�ocks 3
& 4. No sightings

2,898 CV=�.3 (Hammond et a�. 2�21b)
Area covered: ABI coasta� b�ocks AA,
AB, AC & B, and offshore b�ocks 9,
11-13. No sightings in offshore
b�ocks.

If harbour porpoises are
sighted in the Iberian
Peninsu�a during SCANS-IV,
it wi�� be possib�e to
investigate a trend over
time of this AU.

● Hammond et a�. (2�21)b revised previous abundance estimates and CV from SCANS-II and stated that
estimates in 2�16 and 2��5 were compatib�e.

● A simi�ar distribution of sightings between SCANS II and III within the Iberian Peninsu�a and very few
sightings in coasta� French waters.

Bott�enos
e do�phin

7,48� CV = �.4 (SCANS-II & CODA) (abundance estimates of individua�
b�ocks can be found in Hammond et a�. (2�13) and CODA (2��9))
Area covered: ABI b�ocks W & Z (SCANS-II) and b�ocks 3 & 4 (CODA)

24,597 CV=�.3 (abundance estimates
of individua� b�ocks can be found in
Hammond et a�. 2�21b)
Area covered: ABI coasta� b�ocks AA,
AB, AC, and B, and offshore b�ocks 9,
11-13. No sightings in AA and 11.

Differences can be
attributed to responses
to spatia� variation in prey
avai�abi�ity (Hammond et
a�. 2�21b) suggesting that
abundance estimates are
current�y not robust
enough for a regiona�
assessment

● Hammond et a�. (2�21)b observed a great difference between overa�� abundance estimates between 2�16
SCANS-III, and 2��5/�7 SCANS-II+CODA, which was a�so observed for the specific abundance estimate with
on�y b�ocks in the ABI sub-region

Common
do�phin

79,51� CV = �.4 (SCANS-II & CODA) (abundance estimates of individua�
b�ocks can be found in Hammond et a�. (2�13) and CODA (2��9))
Area covered: ABI b�ocks W & Z (SCANS-II) and b�ocks 3 & 4 (CODA)

439,996 CV=�.3 (abundance
estimates of individua� b�ocks can be
found in Hammond et a�. 2�21b)
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Species SCANS-II survey (2��5) CODA survey (2��7) SCANS-III survey (2�16) Notes

Area covered: ABI coasta� b�ocks AA,
AB, AC, and B, and offshore b�ocks 9,
11-13.

● Differences between CODA+SCANS-II and SCANS-III surveys cou�d be due to the effect of observation
p�atforms but more regiona� abundance estimates are needed before making an assessment of the trend

Striped
do�phin

Area covered: ABI b�ocks W & Z. Few
sightings for an abundance estimate.

27,591 CV=�.4 (abundance
estimates of individua�
b�ocks can be found in CODA
2��9)
Area covered: ABI b�ocks 3 &
4.

441,�49 CV=�.3 (abundance
estimates of individua� b�ocks can be
found in Hammond et a�. 2�21b)
Area covered: ABI coasta� b�ocks AA,
AB, AC, & B, and offshore b�ocks 9,
11-13. No sightings in b�ock AA.

● See comment in common do�phin abundance estimates

Ki��er
wha�e

Area covered: ABI b�ocks W & Z. No
sightings.

Area covered: ABI b�ocks 3
& 4. No sightings.

Area covered: ABI coasta� b�ocks AA,
AB, AC, & B, and offshore b�ocks 9,
11-13. Insufficient sightings for an
abundance estimate

The most suitab�e method
to obtain abundance
estimates is dedicated
photo-ID

Beaked
wha�es
(a��

species)

Area covered: ABI b�ocks W & Z. Sighted in
offshore waters and on the continenta�
she�f area (Rogan et a�. 2�17), but
sightings were insufficient to provide an
abundance estimate.

2,694 CV=�.4 (abundance
estimates of individua�
b�ocks can be found in
CODA 2��9)
Area covered: ABI b�ocks 3
& 4.

4,462 CV=�.3 (abundance estimates
of individua� b�ocks can be found in
Hammond et a�. 2�21b)
Area covered: Coasta� b�ocks AA, AB,
AC, & B, and offshore b�ocks 9, 11-13.
No sightings in b�ocks AA and AB.

2��6: 841 CV=�.23
2��7: 168 CV=�.23
2��8: 277 CV=�.23
Mac�eod et a�. (2�11)
obtained abundance
estimates for Cuvier’s
beaked wha�e in the
Torre�avega and Cap Breton
canyons during the DIVER
campaigns carried out in
Ju�y 2��6, 2��7 and 2��8.
The va�ues   of estimates
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Species SCANS-II survey (2��5) CODA survey (2��7) SCANS-III survey (2�16) Notes

corrected taking into
account an avai�abi�ity
bias estimate of �.22 (SE =
�.�3), i.e., the mean �ength
of time anima�s are visib�e
at the surface

Pi�ot
wha�es

Area covered: ABI b�ocks W & Z. Sightings
were reported but no abundance
estimates for the species were provided
(Hammond et a�. 2�11)

826 CV=�.9 (abundance
estimates of individua�
b�ocks can be found in CODA
2��9)
Area covered: ABI b�ocks 3 &
4.

14,255 CV=�.4 (abundance estimates
of individua� b�ocks can be found in
Hammond et a�. 2�21)
Area covered: Coasta� b�ocks AA, AB,
AC, & B, and offshore b�ocks 9, 11-13.
No sightings in b�ock AB.

High CV for the ABI CODA
estimates

● Comparing the offshore density of CODA and SCANS-III, for simi�ar b�ocks, the density estimates showed an
increase of 8 times between 2��7 and 2�16. However, the genera� reported trend in SCANS-III for the who�e
European waters was the opposite, showing a considerab�e decrease in abundance. Hammond et a�. (2�21)b
suggest that the differences found in abundance estimates between surveys were re�ated to the
wide-ranging distribution of the species and spatia� variation of prey avai�abi�ity

Risso’s
do�phin

Area covered: ABI b�ocks W & Z. Sightings
were reported but no abundance estimates
for the species were provided (Hammond et
a�. 2�13)

Area covered: ABI b�ocks 3
& 4. No sightings.

4,766 CV=�.5 (abundance estimates
of individua� b�ocks can be found in
Hammond et a�. 2�21b)
Area covered: Coasta� b�ocks AA, AB,
AC, & B, and offshore b�ocks 9, 11-13.
No sightings in b�ocks 11-13.

Sperm
wha�e

Area covered: ABI b�ocks W & Z. No
abundance estimates were provided.

969 CV=�.4 (abundance
estimates of individua�
b�ocks can be found in
CODA 2��9)

7,669 CV=�.4 (abundance estimates
of individua� b�ocks can be found in
Hammond et a�. 2�21b)
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Species SCANS-II survey (2��5) CODA survey (2��7) SCANS-III survey (2�16) Notes

Area covered: ABI b�ocks 3
& 4.

Area covered: Coasta� b�ocks AA, AB,
AC, & B, and offshore b�ocks 9, 11-13.
No sightings in coasta� b�ocks.

Minke
wha�e

Area covered: ABI b�ocks W & Z. No
sightings

Area covered: ABI b�ocks 3
& 4. No sightings

453 CV=�.7 (abundance estimates of
individua� b�ocks can be found in
Hammond et a�. 2�21)
Area covered: Coasta� b�ocks AA, AB,
AC, and B. Offshore b�ocks 9, 11-13.
Sightings in b�ocks AC and B. Rare�y
sighted in the ABI sub-region, with
on�y a few sightings in North of
Spain and France.

High CV

Fin wha�e

Area covered: ABI b�ocks W & Z. No
abundance estimates for the species
because of the sma�� number of sightings
(Hammond et a�. 2�11)

3,7�8 CV=�.2 (abundance
estimates of individua�
b�ocks can be found in
CODA 2��9)

Area covered: ABI b�ocks 3
& 4.

26,472 CV=�.1 (abundance estimates
of individua� b�ocks can be found in
Hammond et a�. 2�21b)
Area covered: Coasta� b�ocks AA, AB,
AC, and B. Offshore b�ocks 9, 11-13.
No sightings in coasta� b�ocks.

Abundance estimates for
fin wha�es have a�so been
obtained with data from
p�atforms of opportunity,
such as acoustic surveys
for the assessment of
sma�� pe�agic fish in the
Northeast At�antic. The
current variabi�ity in
abundance estimates of
this species shows that
more data is required to
accurate�y assess this
criterion for fin wha�es.

●Comparing density estimates of fin wha�es for simi�ar survey
b�ocks of project CODA (b�ocks 3 and 4) and SCANS-III (b�ocks 9,
11, 12 and 13), the density of fin wha�es increased five times
between 2��7 and 2�16.

●Abundance in the ABI sub-region can be different during Winter,
as fin wha�es from high �atitudes migrate towards the
�ower-�atitudina� regions to reproduce (Lydersen et a�. 2�2�). It
is possib�e differences found between surveys can be re�ated to
the extensive movements of the species.
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Sma�� toothed cetaceans

For common do�phins, bott�enose do�phins and striped do�phins, acquiring
visua� data to estimate abundance is re�ative�y accessib�e because of their
widespread distribution, presence in coasta� areas, distinct characteristics (e.g.
dorsa� fins), and behaviour at the surface (e.g. jumps). They a�so occur in groups
�arge enough to be easi�y detected. As such, avai�ab�e current data suggest the
feasibi�ity of estimating abundance through visua� data using distance samp�ing
for these species. Sti��, current resu�ts from �arge-sca�e surveys show high
variabi�ity in abundance estimates, which can possib�y be part�y associated with
shifts in prey avai�abi�ity (Hammond et a�. 2�21b, 2�17). For oceanic species, such
as the striped do�phin, past surveys have not covered a �arge extension of their
preferred habitat (offshore waters). In the case of the harbour porpoise, a�though
the skittish behaviour and sma�� group size difficu�t the acquisition of data, it
was possib�e to obtain an abundance estimate for the species in the European
At�antic waters. However, the abundance of this species in the ABI sub-region is
sti�� uncertain because it is not possib�e to distinguish between the two
ecotypes that occur in Iberian and French waters. Usua��y, a sma�� number of
sightings resu�ts in high coefficients of variation that are associated with
imprecise estimates of abundance. For this species, since it has coasta� habits
and opportunistic data cou�d be more readi�y avai�ab�e, a re�ative abundance
(number of anima�s per unit effort) can be used in addition to the abso�ute
abundance estimate, as an index of the number of individua�s in an area. Re�ative
abundance estimates can a�so provide information about changes in time and
space and/or cover seasona�ity changes. However, carefu� consideration shou�d be
taken about the representativeness of the popu�ation and �arge differences in
protoco�s and p�atforms for data co��ection and ana�ysis. Fina��y, for ki��er wha�es
and the we��-defined coasta� groups of bott�enose do�phins, abundance estimates
obtained from dedicated mark-recapture photo-ID surveys, shou�d be more robust
than using distance samp�ing. Neverthe�ess, for coasta� bott�enose do�phins, the
efforts have not yet been focused on acquiring photo-ID data and ki��er wha�es
occur in sma�� numbers imp�ying a greater effort to obtain data.

Deep-diving toothed cetaceans

Obtaining abundance estimates for deep-diving toothed cetaceans can be
cha��enging because of the wide distribution ranges, �ow densities and short
period of time spent at the surface (Virgi�i et a�. 2�19). Resu�ts from �arge-sca�e
surveys such as SCANS and CODA suggest that further steps in data co��ection and
ana�ysis are needed in order to have enough information to achieve re�iab�e
abundance estimates. Virgi�i et a�. (2�19) suggest combining data from mu�tip�e
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visua� surveys that have the same data co��ection methodo�ogy to increase
sightings, but a�so note that this might resu�t in an increase of variabi�ity caused
by the heterogeneity in protoco�s and p�atforms. Taking advantage of current
know�edge of the voca� behaviour of some species, such as beaked wha�es and
sperm wha�es, Rogan et a�. (2�17) suggest a combined visua� and acoustic
approach to refine abundance estimates.

Ba�een wha�es

Ba�een wha�es are, in genera�, difficu�t to monitor because their distribution
range extends to offshore areas, therefore imp�ying cha��enging �ogistics to study
them. The migrations of some ba�een wha�es are comp�ex because some
individua�s can undertake extensive migratory seasona� movements (e.g.
Lydersen et a�. 2�2�), whi�e others may stay in an area for extended periods of
time (e.g. Notarbarto�o di Sciara et a�. 2��3). In the case of the ABI sub-region,
two subpopu�ations of fin wha�es occur, the Mediterranean and the Northeast
North At�antic (e.g. Pereira et a�. 2�2�, Gauffier et a�. 2�18, Geijer et a�. 2�16,
Caste��ote et a�. 2�12), but the f�ux between the two popu�ations is sti��
uncertain, with possib�e �imited movements from the Mediterranean individua�s.
A�though some assumptions about the identity of the popu�ation can be made
based on the movements of anima�s in the south of the Iberian Peninsu�a, it is
not possib�e to make a visua� distinction. Furthermore, the distribution of
sightings of fin wha�es from �arge-sca�e surveys on which abundance estimates
are based does not represent the known extension of the distribution of the
species. In fact, SCANS III b�ocks, in the southern part of the ABI were within the
2��m bathymetric �ines, with no effort in offshore waters. Sightings of minke
wha�es from �arge-sca�e surveys throughout the ABI sub-region have not been
sufficient enough to provide robust abundance estimates for the species, but
both Portuga� and France, considering additiona� data from nationa� surveys, have
assessed this species.
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3.2.2. Demographic characteristics (D1C3)

According to the GES Decision, the good status of D1C3 is achieved when “the
popu�ation demographic characteristics of the species are indicative of a hea�thy
popu�ation which is not adverse�y affected due to anthropogenic pressures”. As it
is described, this criterion assumes the use of severa� indicators re�ated to the
popu�ation which can inc�ude body size or age c�ass structure, sex-ratio,
fecundity, and surviva� rates (Pa�ia�exis et a�. 2�21). A�though this criterion is
secondary, some popu�ation characteristics �isted under D1C3, such as
reproductive rate, are crucia� to understand the viabi�ity of a popu�ation and set
thresho�d va�ues for other criteria. However, the abi�ity to detect changes in
demographic parameters and to have insights into the fitness and surviva� of
�ong-�ived anima�s such as cetaceans may require decades of data (Arso-Civi� et
a�. 2�19) on growth, reproduction, morta�ity, immigration and emigration
(IJsse�dijk et a�. 2�2�).

In genera�, information to assess this criterion is based on stranded individua�s
and, for some species, on photographic identification. Data from strandings is
often considered biased because it depends on reporting rates, condition of the
carcass, regiona� current and wind regimes and because individua�s are most�y
derived from coasta� popu�ations and the weaker segments (incapacitated, sick or
o�d individua�s) (Pe�tier et a�. 2�14, 2�13). Neverthe�ess, strandings are a
re�ative�y �ow-cost and va�uab�e source of �ong-term information for cetaceans.
Efforts to improve the statistica� ana�ysis of stranding data (Authier et a�. 2�14)
and methodo�ogica� improvements, that consider drift conditions and the
probabi�ity of detection of stranded anima�s (Pe�tier et a�. 2�14, 2�13), have been
made over the �ast decade. Strandings data provide information about diet,
hea�th (e.g. condition, diseases, parasites), causes of morta�ity, popu�ation
structure, and �ife history in genera� (Learmonth et a�. 2�14, López et a�. 2�12,
Read et a�. 2�12, Murphy et a�. 2��9, Murphy 2��9, Lockyer 2��3, López 2��3,
Lockyer et a�. 2��1). Bio�ogica� parameters of stranded anima�s, such as sex and
body �ength, can a�so give insights into popu�ation demographic structure. Then,
by ana�ysing the age-specific morta�ity and age-at-sexua�-maturity, a �ife tab�e
can be constructed and a popu�ation demographic structure can be inferred, as
we�� as morta�ity and survivorship curves (Saavedra et a�. 2�15, Sto�en & Bar�ow
2��3, Bar�ow & Boveng 1991). This �ife tab�e depends on the number of data and
on the representativity of the different age c�asses, spatia� range and morta�ity
causes. Surviva� and reproductive parameters can be used to deve�op a
demographic mode�, that estimates the growth rate of a popu�ation and can
inform about the impact of human-induced morta�ity (Mannocci et a�. 2�12).

For species that are natura��y more abundant and/or have more common
strandings, such as common do�phins, harbour porpoises, bott�enose do�phins and
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striped do�phins, the amount of data co��ected can be sufficient to estimate
demographic parameters under some assumptions (Tab�e 4). For examp�e, one of
the most detai�ed works about bio�ogica� parameters was done for the harbour
porpoise throughout its range in the North At�antic (Lockyer 2��3). In this study,
an extensive �ist of severa� age-re�ated, reproduction and growth parameters
were estimated based on a combination of direct catches, bycatches and
strandings. More data and research must be co��ected and executed about the
differences in probabi�ity to strand among sex, age c�asses or body �ength. Once
we wou�d have estimated the different probabi�ities to strand, we may use this
data to estimate demographic rates.

Demographic parameters can a�so be estimated direct�y from repeated
observations of individua�s with natura� markings (Arso-Civi� et a�. 2�19, Würsig
& Jefferson 199�). The success of mark-recapture techniques based on individua�
photo-identification in assessing popu�ation dynamics is dependent on the time
span of the effort and the proportion of identifiab�e individua�s in a popu�ation.
As such, these methods have been app�ied successfu��y to coasta� communities of
bott�enose do�phins (e.g. Giménez et a�. 2�18, Martinho et a�. 2�15, Urian 1999)
and ki��er wha�es (e.g. Esteban et a�. 2�16, Beck et a�. 2�13), that can be surveyed
regu�ar�y. By fo��owing individua�s throughout the years, their natura� history is
co��ected and parameters such as age at sexua� maturity, ca�ving interva�s,
�ength of nursing, reproductive and tota� �ife span, and occasiona��y information
on disease and morta�ity rates, can a�� be inferred (Arso-Civi� et a�. 2�19, Würsig
& Jefferson 199�).

In the ABI sub-region, nationa� stranding networks provide records,
measurements and samp�es of stranded anima�s. Photo-identification efforts in
the sub-region have been inconsistent and dependent on opportunistic p�atforms
such as do�phin-watching companies and non-governmenta� organizations, with
some efforts a�ong the Ga�ician Coast, the coast of Portuga�, and the Gu�f of Cadiz
(ICES 2�16). The success of photo-ID data depends on a robust protoco� that must
be app�ied in the same way and at the same time each year. The robust estimates
of demographic rates and abundance depend on the funding of these
annua�/decada� protoco�s. The �ongest co��ection of photographic data for a
coasta� bott�enose do�phin popu�ation in Europe is the one obtained for the
resident popu�ation in the Sado Estuary, where an annua� census is undertaken,
since 1986, and is carried out by the Nationa� Institute for Nature Conservation
and Forests, ICNF (ICES 2�16, Lacey 2�15, Gaspar 2��3, Carva�ho pers. comm.
2�2�). The sex and age of a�� individua�s in this popu�ation are known. Besides the
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Sado estuary popu�ation, there are no additiona� dedicated efforts for acquiring
photographic data on coasta� bott�enose do�phins on the coast of Portuga� and
the data is high�y dependent on opportunistic p�atforms. This resident group,
however, is not assessed and reported under MSFD. In Spain, dedicated
photo-identification campaigns to assess the resident bott�enose do�phin
popu�ation of southern Ga�icia and ki��er wha�es in the Strait of Gibra�tar have
been carried out in the �ast decades. For the Iberian subpopu�ation of ki��er
wha�es, severa� groups of the popu�ation are known and the c�assification of age
and sex has been achieved for most individua�s from photo-ID (Esteban et a�.
2�16). Two projects comprising the e�aboration of photographic cata�ogues of
cetaceans in ABI sub-region have been funded by Fundación Biodiversidad:
Cetidmed (2�12-2�13), aimed at the creation of a photo-ID cata�ogue for
bott�enose do�phin, ki��er wha�e and �ong-finned pi�ot wha�e in the Gu�f of Cadiz,
the Strait of Gibra�tar and A�boran Sea; and Turgasur, a project addressing the
monitoring and improvement of know�edge of bott�enose do�phin in the MU
Southern Ga�icia Rias, invo�ving the rea�ization of photo-identification surveys
and the preparation and distribution of a photo-ID cata�ogue. Moreover, the
Ministry for the Eco�ogica� Transition and the Demographic Cha��enged has
awarded a tender for the e�aboration of different monitoring campaigns for
cetacean species, inc�uding, among others, two photo-ID campaigns in ABI
sub-region, one for the ki��er wha�e in the Gu�f of Cadiz and the Strait of Gibra�tar
and another one for the bott�enose do�phin in the MU Southern Ga�icia Rias. These
campaigns are intended to be repeated year�y, according to the monitoring
program MT-1 (coasta� mamma�s and turt�es), which is part of the second cyc�e of
Spanish marine strategies.
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Tab�e 4. List of examp�es of the most common demographic parameters obtained from
strandings data.

Parameter Measure Species Reference

Sex-ratio

● Ratio between the number
of ma�es and fema�es

Common do�phin

López et a�. 2��2
Saavedra et a�.
2�15
Si�va & Sequeira
2��3

Harbour porpoise
L�avona, 2�18
Lockyer 2��3
López et a�. 2��2

Stripped do�phin
López et a�. 2��2
Marça�o et a�.
2�21

Bott�enose
do�phin

Saavedra et a�.
2�15

Age
structure1

● Age estimate based on
Growth Layer Groups (GLGs)
in teeth

Common do�phin
Bott�enose
do�phin

Saavedra et a�.
2�15

Sexua�
Maturity

● Age estimate with
measurement of gonads and
maturation ogives

Common do�phin

Saavedra et a�.
2�15
Mannocci et a�.
2�12

Bott�enose
do�phin

Saavedra et a�.
2�15

Harbour porpoise Lockyer 2��3

● Tota� �ength Common do�phin Si�va & Sequeira
2��3

Pregnancy
rate

● Ratio of pregnant fema�es
in the samp�e of mature
fema�es

Common do�phin Mannocci et a�.
2�12

Morta�ity2 ● Number of dead anima�s
corrected for drift
conditions and f�oating
probabi�ity

Common do�phin
Harbour porpoise

Pe�tier et a�. 2�14,
2�13

2 With an abundance estimate can be converted into morta�ity rate. Probabi�ity to strand and
morta�ity rates must depend on age and morta�ity causes, a�so, at �east to be used in �ife tab�es.

1 Might be biased depending on the variab�e probabi�ity to strand.
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3.2.3. Distributiona� range and pattern (D1C4)

As stated in the GES Decision, D1C4 is a primary criterion and is achieved
when “the habitat for the species has the necessary extent and condition to
support the different stages in the �ife history of the species”. D1C4 is assessed
under OSPAR together with D1C2. A�though regiona� efforts have been made to
a�ign and standardize data co��ection and statistica� ana�ysis for D1C2, it has
been cha��enging to achieve the same coherency for D1C4. OSPAR describes the
distributiona� range of a species as: ‘the outer �imits of the overa�� area in which
the species is found’ (OSPAR Commission 2�21). However, in the report ‘Indicators
for status assessment of species, re�evant to MSFD Biodiversity Descriptor’ by
Pa�ia�exis et a�. (2�19), the definition of range not on�y inc�udes the actua�
distribution of a species but a�so suitab�e areas, which means inc�uding areas
with no actua� sightings. In the 2�21’s OSPAR Commission updated version of the
“Guidance on the Deve�opment of Status Assessments for the OSPAR List of
Threatened and/or Dec�ining Species and Habitats”, the assessment of the
distribution of threatened species is suggested to be map-based, with detai�ed
additiona� information that shou�d inc�ude a description of any changes over time
in the geographica� range and distribution of the threatened species (OSPAR
2�22). Therefore, as in D1C2, the assessment of D1C4 needs more than a sing�e
point in a time series to assess trends.

Density surface mode�s derived from �arge-sca�e and nationa� surveys have
provided spatia� information on species distribution of wide-ranging and common
species that have sufficient data avai�ab�e to deve�op such mode�s (OSPAR 2�22).
The density surface maps are usua��y generated with the density estimates
obtained with mode�-based distance samp�ing approaches and predict density
with descriptors, i.e. covariates, such as physiographic (e.g. depth, s�ope) and
oceanographic (sea surface temperature, primary productivity) habitat
descriptors (Mi��er et a�. 2�13). A �ist of potentia� habitat descriptors used in
mode��ing the distribution and abundance of cetaceans is given in Tab�e 5 of the
report of WP2.1. Other species distribution mode��ing approaches, inc�uding
occupancy mode�s (presence/absence) or presence on�y (e.g. Maxent) or other
regression-based techniques (e.g. Genera�ized �inear mode�s, GLMs,
presence/absence Genera�ized Additive Mode�s, GAMs). A�� of these mode�s may
contribute with information and maps to describe, and possib�y predict, species
distribution (Correia et a�. 2�21, Becker et a�. 2�1�, E�ith & Leathwick 2��9).
Given the rigorous data co��ection protoco�s, �arge-sca�e surveys with distance
samp�ing methodo�ogy supp�y the most extensive data for species distribution
mode��ing (OSPAR 2�22). However, as reported in WP2.1., sightings from sma��er
sca�es of surveys can a�so be used in the ana�ysis of species distributions. The
inc�usion of opportunistic sightings may be feasib�e but �arge�y hinges on the
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avai�abi�ity of a re�iab�e proxy of effort, or on the potentia� to deve�op one
ex-post. Other examp�es of distribution mode�s have used a combination of
surveys and opportunistic data. One examp�e is the work by Waggit et a�. (2�2�),
who deve�oped �arge-sca�e distribution mode�s for severa� cetacean species from
an extensive data archive of sightings obtained with different survey types.
However, heterogeneity among survey design and protoco�s may �ead to biased
resu�ts if not accounted for proper�y. Another examp�e is the new statistica�
approach deve�oped in WP2.1, in which dedicated �arge-sca�e surveys and
opportunistic nationa� DCF-surveys, with distance samp�ing protoco�s, were
co��ated to estimate cetacean species abundance and bui�d distribution maps (see
De�iverab�es 2.2).

For some species in which the voca� behaviour is known and inc�uded in
monitoring programmes, acoustic data can a�so provide insights into spatia�
distribution, such as harbour porpoises, beaked wha�es, sperm wha�es and
possib�y other deep-diving toothed cetaceans and ba�een wha�es. The uncertainty
of density surface mode�s has been eva�uated with extrapo�ation ana�ysis, as
reported in WP2.1. and the OSPAR CEMP Guide�ines (OSPAR 2�22). A technica�
description of extrapo�ation ana�ysis is given in report WP2.1.

As mentioned above and in the D1C2, the distributiona� ranges for some species
of cetaceans in European waters can be found in �arge-sca�e survey resu�ts as
density surface maps (Figure 4,Figure 7,Figure 8, and Figure 11). The summer
distribution maps obtained with the new methodo�ogica� approach deve�oped in
WP2.1., of the species considered are a�so shown in Figs.Figure 3, Figure 6, and
Figure 1�. Waggit et a�. (2�2�) a�so deve�oped seasona� density distribution maps
of cetacean species that occur regu�ar�y in North At�antic European waters, such
as harbour porpoise, bott�enose do�phin, common do�phin, striped do�phin, Risso’s
do�phin, ki��er wha�e, pi�ot wha�e, sperm wha�e, minke wha�e, fin wha�e (Figure
5,Figure 9, and Figure 12), and others not considered in the ABI sub-region. The
density mode�s were based on an extensive data archive of 4� years (198�-2�2�),
from as many different sources and supp�iers as possib�e, such as �arge-sca�e
surveys, nationa� research groups, monitoring programmes and non-government
organizations (NGOs) (Evans et a�. 2�21, Waggit et a�. 2�2�). Maps of density
distributions of each species were mode��ed by season (poo�ing a�� years of data,
and thus ignoring potentia� inter-annua� changes) and incorporated
environmenta� variab�es and differences among surveys (Evans et a�. 2�21,
Waggit et a�. 2�2�). In this report, on�y the period from Ju�y to September season
is considered to make a broad comparison with the mode�s from the summer
surveys of SCANS. Direct comparisons between maps cannot be made because of
the differences in the mode�s, such as spatia� sca�e, exp�anatory variab�es and
data processing. Neverthe�ess, the consistency of the main key areas for each
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species was broad�y eva�uated. Severa� examp�es of distribution mode��ing can be
found in Tab�e 5.
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Tab�e 5. Distributiona� range mode��ing examp�es at �arge sca�es (nationa� to regiona�) for the species of cetaceans considered.

Type of data Period and samp�ed area Area of the predicted mode� Species References

Count ● Summer 2��5/2��7, 2�16:
SCANS-II&CODA, SCANS-III
(Lacey et a�. 2�22)

● Summer 2��5/2��7, 2�16, 2�17
(NASS/T-NASS) (Rogan et a�.
2�17)

● Spring 2��4-2�13: Bay of
Biscay (Lambert et a�. 2�18)

● 1998–2�16: Bay of Biscay
(Virgi�i et a�. 2�22)

● 198�–2�18: Northeast North
At�antic Waggit et a�. (2�2�),
Evans et a�. (2�21)

● Autumn 2�1�/2�14: Coasta�
Portuga�

● Northeast North At�antic (a��
references except Virgi�i et a�.
2�22)

● Bay of Biscay (Virgi�i et a�.
2�22 for deep-diving
cetaceans and Lambert et a�.
2�18 for common and
bott�enose do�phins)

● Coasta� Portuga� for common
do�phin and minke wha�e
(Wise et a�. 2�18)

Harbour porpoise (coasta�
area)
Bott�enose do�phin
Common do�phin
Striped do�phin
Long-finned pi�ot wha�e
Risso’s do�phin
Beaked wha�es (group of
species)
Sperm wha�e
Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e

Lacey et a�. (2�22)
for severa� species
Hammond et a�.
(2�17) for severa�
species
Virgi�i et a�. (2�22)
and Rogan et a�.
(2�17) specifica��y
for deep-diving
cetaceans
Evans et a�. (2�21)
for Risso’s do�phin
mode�
Lambert et a�.
(2�18)
Wise et a�. (2�18)

Presence-on�y ● 2�11-2�15: Portuguese waters
(Torres-Pereira et a�. 2�22)

● 2�12–2�17: Iberian Peninsu�a,
northwestern African coasts
and the Macaronesian is�ands
(Correia et a�. 2�21a)

● Portuga� and Ga�icia
(Torres-Pereira et a�. 2�22)

● Iberian Peninsu�a,
northwestern African coasts
and the Macaronesian is�ands
(Correia et a�. 2�21a)

Harbour porpoise (Portuga�
and Ga�icia)
Bott�enose do�phin
Common do�phin
Striped do�phin
Pi�ot wha�es
Cuvier’s beaked wha�e
Sperm wha�e
Minke wha�e

Correia et a�.
(2�21)a for the
Iberian Peninsu�a,
northwestern
African coasts and
the Macaronesian
is�ands
Torres-Pereira et
a�. (2�22) for the
harbour porpoise

Presence-absen
ce

● 198�–2�18: Northeast North
At�antic Waggit et a�. (2�2�),
Evans et a�. (2�21)

● Northeast North At�antic
(Evans et a�. 2�21, Waggit et
a�. 2�2�)

Harbour porpoise Evans et a�. (2�21)
Waggit et a�. (2�2�)
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Type of data Period and samp�ed area Area of the predicted mode� Species References

● 2�14–2�17: coasta� waters of
northern Spain (Díaz-López &
Methion 2�18)

● 2��1–2�14, 2��3-2��6: Bay of
Biscay (Certain et a�. 2��8)

● 2��2–2�12: Gu�f of Cadiz,
Strait of Gibra�tar and the
A�boran Sea (Esteban et a�.
2�14)

● Northern Spain (Díaz-López &
Methion 2�18)

● Bay of Biscay (Certain et a�.
2��8)

Bott�enose do�phin
(offshore)
Bott�enose do�phin (a��,
Certain et a�. 2��8)
Common do�phin
Striped do�phin
Ki��er wha�e (Esteban et a�.
2�14)
Long-finned pi�ot wha�e
Risso’s do�phin
Sperm wha�e
Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e

Díaz-López &
Methion 2�18
Certain et a�.
(2��8) for common
and bott�enose
do�phins
Esteban et a�. 2�14
for ki��er wha�e
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Sma�� toothed cetaceans

Sma�� toothed cetaceans are species with a considerab�e amount of data to
eva�uate the distributiona� range, given their behaviour at the surface and
coasta� occurrence. However, the high mobi�ity of most species, and seasona�
shifts in the distribution of some, difficu�t the assessment of tempora� changes in
the distributiona� range. Density surface mode�s (Figure 3-Figure 12) revea� the
occurrence of key areas in the ABI, most�y dependent of the species, particu�ar�y
offshore waters of northwest Iberia and Bay of Biscay for striped do�phins and
the continenta� she�f of the northwest Iberia and the northern French section of
the Bay of Biscay for remaining species. To note that, however, the �ack of data in
offshore western Iberia does not a��ow a comp�ete and adequate assessment,
especia��y for striped do�phin. Moreover, assessing changes in distributiona�
ranges wou�d require surveys to focus on the fringes on the distribution, whereas
current surveys tend to focus on the heart of the distribution to obtain
abundance estimates. This issue i��ustrates that data co��ection depends on the
scientific rationa�e for the survey.
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Figure 3. Predicted density surface for a) harbour porpoise, and b) bott�enose do�phin,
c) common do�phin and d) striped do�phin for summer using compi�ed data (2��5-2�22)
from ABI sub-region. Grey co�our represents no data. More detai�s about the mode�s

and associated CV in De�iverab�e 2.1.
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Figure 4. Predicted density surface for harbour porpoise (A) and bott�enose do�phin (B),
common do�phin (C) and striped do�phin (D) for SCANS-II&CODA (�eft) and SCANS-III (right).
Co�our gradient sca�e represents density. From Lacey et a�. (2�22). CVs of the mode�s can

be found in Lacey et a�. (2�22).
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Figure 5. Predicted density (anima�s/km2) surface for bott�enose do�phin, common do�phin,
striped and harbour porpoise from the co��ation of different sighting sources for the

period Ju�y-September. Co�our gradient sca�e represents density va�ues. From Evans et a�.
(2�21).
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Deep-diving toothed cetaceans

The avai�ab�e data and pub�ished studies about the distribution of deep-diving
toothed cetaceans in the sub-region are patchy, and none inc�uded the deep
waters of Portuga�. A�though the density surface maps produced by Evans et a�.
(2�21) show a higher density of sperm wha�es in the deep waters of the Bay of
Biscay (Figure 9), the �ack of data from the deep waters of Portuga� may be
biasing the distribution pattern of this species. Given the extensive movements,
the intrinsic sma�� density, the �imited time spent at the surface, and the e�usive
nature of some species, it is necessary to co��ect data from other p�atforms and
sources other than �arge-sca�e surveys. Under the CETUS monitoring programme
based on opportunistic p�atforms of observation, sightings within the Portuguese
waters are a�so few and on�y in the southernmost offshore seamounts. Acoustic
data is recommended to be used in the assessment of the geographica� and
tempora� occurrence of beaked wha�es (Bar�ow et a�. 2�21, Berrow et a�. 2�18,
Kowarski et a�., 2�18) and cou�d be extended to at �east sperm wha�es
(So�sona-Berga et a�. 2�22). The spatia� density represented in the mode�s (Figs.
Figure 6-Figure 9) shows that the continenta� s�ope in the ABI is a key area for
this group of species, and it is shared by some sma�� toothed cetaceans as we��.
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Figure 6. Predicted density surface for e) �ong-finned pi�ot wha�e, f) Risso's do�phin, and
g) Cuvier's beaked wha�e for summer using compi�ed data (2��5-2�22) from ABI
sub-region. Grey co�our represents no data. More detai�s about the mode�s and

associated CV in De�iverab�e 2.1.
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Figure 7. Predicted density surface for �ong-finned pi�ot wha�e (E) and beaked wha�es
group (D) for SCANS-II&CODA (�eft) and SCANS-III (right). Co�our gradient sca�e

represents density. From Lacey et a�. (2�22). CVs of the mode�s can be found in Lacey et
a�. (2�22).
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Figure 8. Predicted density surface for sperm wha�e CODA, SCANS-II and T-NASS data in
summer 2��5 and 2��7. Co�our gradient sca�e represents density (number of

individua�s/km2) and b�ack circ�es represent sightings. From Rogan et a�. (2�17).
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Figure 9. Predicted density surface for �ong-finned pi�ot wha�e, Risso’s do�phin, and sperm
wha�e from the co��ation of different sighting sources for the period Ju�y-September.

Co�our gradient sca�e represents density va�ues. From Evans et a�. (2�21).
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Ba�een wha�es

As with deep-diving toothed cetaceans, the information avai�ab�e to assess the
distributiona� range of ba�een wha�es in the ABI is insufficient, when focusing
so�e�y on �arge- sca�e surveys such as SCANS, since the offshore Portuguese
waters were not surveyed which may resu�t in mis�eading conc�usions. Density
maps from the three mode�s for fin wha�e, show a sing�e common area with higher
density, the offshore waters of the Bay of Biscay, which based on recent �iterature
is incomp�ete (the offshore south of Portuga� is potentia��y a high density area
for fin wha�e). This is due to the under samp�ing of the offshore waters of
Portuga� (Figs. Figure 1�-Figure 12). The high-density area of minke wha�e
obtained from the work in WP2.1. (Figure 1�) and Evans et a�. (2�21) (Figure 12)
are more coasta� than the one shown from SCANS data, which is �ocated In the
offshore areas of the Bay of Biscay (Figure 11).

Figure 1�. Predicted density surface for h) minke wha�e, and i) fin wha�e for summer
using compi�ed data (2��5-2�22) from ABI region. Grey co�our represents no data. More

detai�s about the mode�s and associated CV in De�iverab�e 2.1.
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Figure 11. Predicted density surface for minke wha�e (G), and fin wha�e (H) for
SCANS-II&CODA (�eft) and SCANS-III (right). Co�our gradient sca�e represents density.

From Lacey et a�. (2�22). CVs of the mode�s can be found in Lacey et a�. (2�22).
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Figure 12. Predicted density surface for minke wha�e and fin wha�e from the co��ation of
different sighting sources for the period Ju�y-September. Co�our gradient sca�e represents

density va�ues. From Evans et a�. (2�21).
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3.2.4. Habitat (D1C5)

According to the GES decision, the good status of D1C5 is achieved when ‘the
habitat for the species has the necessary extent and condition to support the
different stages in the �ife history of the species. Since this criterion needs a
�arge amount of information on habitat parameters, anthropogenic pressure, and
distribution and eco�ogy at different stages of a species’ �ife cyc�e, it remains the
�ess reported and assessed criterion (Vasi�akopou�os et a�. 2�22). Furthermore,
the re�ationship between natura� and anthropogenic effects and the distribution
and behaviour of a species is usua��y difficu�t to estab�ish, particu�ar�y for high�y
mobi�e species such as cetaceans (Figure 13). Current�y, there is no quantitative
indicator or thresho�d va�ues to assess D1C5 and base�ines of an acceptab�e
status of anthropogenic pressure are difficu�t to define because of gaps in data
and know�edge (Vasi�akopou�os et a�. 2�22).

Artic�e 1(f) of the HD (European Union 1992) defines the habitat of a species as
‘(...) an environment defined by specific abiotic or biotic factors, in which the
species �ives at any stage of its bio�ogica� cyc�e’.

Figure 13. Simp�e representation of the factors that inf�uence habitat suitabi�ity.

A�though the extent of a habitat can be assumed to be assessed by a measure of
area, the meaning of ‘condition to support’ is not c�ear in the GES Decision or
existing guide�ines. It cou�d be associated with the carrying capacity of the area,
i.e., the number of individua�s at a particu�ar stage of the �ife cyc�e of the species
without degradation of the environment, or it cou�d be on�y a matter of the
presence of the species in the specific habitat. The simp�est interpretation of
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D1C5 can be assumed to be habitat suitabi�ity, which is defined as ‘the potentia�
of a habitat to support a particu�ar species’ (Ke��ner et a�. 1992) and has been a
focus of studies on eco�ogica� mode��ing that re�ates occurrence and/or density of
a species with a set of features from the habitat. The suitab�e area and
conditions of a habitat depend not on�y on the natura� variabi�ity of the
environment but a�so on the effects of human activities. As such, the assessment
of D1C5 constitutes an effort of integrating bio�ogica�-re�ated and
anthropogenic-re�ated descriptors of the MSFD into eco�ogica� mode�s. The same
types of mode��ing described in D1C4 can be used to assess D1C5 (providing data
on anthropogenic activities are avai�ab�e to inc�ude in the mode��ing), as they
mode� the density and occurrence of a species in space and give insights into the
importance and impact of environmenta� and human variab�es on the distribution
of the anima�s. A�though the under�ying processes between the occurrence of a
species and the parameters that define them might not a�ways be comp�ete�y
understood, the potentia� impact of human activities can be considered to some
extent. This cou�d correspond to a degree of �oss of habitat conditions to support
the considered species. Risk assessment methods are too�s that have been
app�ied to address the risk of exposure to different types of human factors of
severa� marine species, such as turt�es (Wi�cox et a�. 2�12), birds (Wi�cox et a�.
2�15) and cetaceans (Evans et a�. 2�21, Guerrini et a�. 2�19, Breen et a�. 2�17). An
exposure index is ca�cu�ated across the habitat of a species by the
spatiotempora� over�ap between known human activities to cause morta�ity or
some kind of disturbance and the density and/or the distribution of species
(examp�e in Figure 14). In the case of cetaceans, maps that represent the risk of
interactions with fisheries (Breen et a�. 2�17; Brown et a�. 2�15), bycatch (Evans
et a�. 2�21, Brown et a�. 2�13), ship co��ision (EMSA 2�21, Ham et a�. 2�21),
anthropogenic sound emissions (Azze��ino et a�. 2�11) and microp�astics (Guerrini
et a�. 2�19), have been deve�oped. A�though these maps can be very informative
for species with we��-defined ranges and c�ear interactions with human activities,
their deve�opment is not so straightforward. There are sti�� efforts to be made on
the harmonisation of the interpretation of habitat mode�s between the MS
inc�uding the indicators used to assess habitat suitabi�ity. The inc�usion of risk
based-approaches in the MSFD is being considered (Ver�ing et a�. 2�21, Sardà et
a�. 2�14), since it is a va�uab�e too� for ecosystem management (Keith 1995).
However, these approaches on�y provide a basis for more strategic inspection and
monitoring, and there is no current standard methodo�ogy for their app�ication
under the MSFD (Ver�ing et a�. 2�21).
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Figure 14. Probabi�ity of wha�e occurrence (�eft) and the ship/wha�es co��ision
risk index (right) in Europe’s seas. Species inc�uded are: B�ue wha�e, Sei wha�e,
Humpback wha�e, Sperm wha�e, Fin wha�e and Northern right wha�e. From: EMSA

(2�21).

In OSPAR, a candidate common indicator of persistent organic po��utants (POPs) in
marine mamma�s is being deve�oped, which focuses on the measurement of PCB
�eve�s in species tissues (OSPAR Commission 2�22). Severa� studies show that
PCBs have we��-estab�ished dose-dependent toxicities which can resu�t in
immunosuppression, endocrine disruption, reproductive impairment, and reduced
�ife �ength (Law et a�. 2�12, Jepson et a�. 2��5, Kannan et a�. 2���, He��e et a�.
1976). A�though the quantitative impact of PCB �eve�s on the demography and
abundance of cetaceans is difficu�t to estab�ish, it is wide�y accepted that these
po��utants cause the degradation of habitat and �iving conditions. The
assessment of this candidate indicator inc�udes two approaches: a ‘trend
assessment’, which focuses on the ana�ysis of re�ative differences and changes in
time and space of PCBs, and a ‘status assessment’ that ana�yses the �eve�s of
exposure that become hazardous (OSPAR Commission 2�22). Samp�es to measure
PCBs are most�y obtained in stranded anima�s, but they can a�so be obtained in
free-�iving anima�s that are biopsied (e.g. Jepson et a�. 2�16). The number of
samp�es and the species samp�ed are high�y dependent on stranding data. As a
consequence, the �argest set of PCB data comes from sma�� toothed cetaceans,
specifica��y harbour porpoises, common do�phins, and coasta� bott�enose do�phins
(OSPAR Commission 2�22). Ki��er wha�es a�so have a set of samp�es that cover
most of their distribution (OSPAR Commission 2�22). Whi�e severa� samp�es can
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be obtained for ba�een wha�es, PCB data is extreme�y rare for this group of
species (OSPAR Commission 2�22).  A pi�ot assessment of this indicator wi�� be
inc�uded in the Qua�ity Status Report 2�23 of OSPAR.
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3.3.Assessing GES: assessment methodo�ogies and integration ru�es

The growing anthropogenic pressures on the natura� environment have �ed to
the deve�opment of more ho�istic management strategies, such as
ecosystem-based management approaches (Arkema et a�. 2��6, UNCED 1992,
Leopo�d 1949). This approach considers that to maintain or to restore the
integrity of an ecosystem, and to have a sustainab�e use of its resources, the
management of the ecosystem needs to acknow�edge and integrate a�� its
e�ements and the comp�ex spatia�-tempora� processes between them, inc�uding
a�� human activities and their cumu�ative impacts on the environment (Kirkfe�dt
2�19, Rosenberg & McLeod 2��5). Over the �ast decades, the ecosystem-based
approach has been estab�ished as the main framework to app�y towards
sustainab�e p�anning of maritime activities and the management of marine
ecosystems (Kirkfe�dt 2�19, Levin et a�. 2��9, ICES 2��2).

Under the MSFD, a�� MS are required to take an ecosystem-based approach in their
marine strategies and p�ans to achieve or maintain GES. The MSFD focus on a set
of 11 descriptors which together summarize how the who�e ecosystem functions.
Severa� qua�ity e�ements of the ecosystem (bio�ogica�, hydrodynamica� and
chemica�), that are re�evant to each region and ecosystem type, are se�ected to
characterize responses to changes in the processes of these descriptors, and
therefore to assess GES (Gray & E��iott 2��9). A�though MS have some f�exibi�ity
to determine their criteria and environmenta� targets to achieve GES, an
ecosystem-based management approach invo�ves the coordination and
cooperation among MS of regions/sub-regions and the use of consistent
approaches and methodo�ogies among them, to ensure that the strategy is
effective (which is why CetAMBICion was deve�oped for the ABI). Fo��owing the
identification of the representative species of each group, the determination of
the criteria to assess them and the respective parameters to measure for each
criterion (which were done in the previous chapters), the next steps to decide on
GES inc�ude the estab�ishment of “thresho�d va�ues” (TV) for each parameter
(Wa�ms�ey et a�. 2�16, a�so check Fig. 13 and 14 of CetAMBICion De�iverab�e 1.�1).
A TV is defined as “a va�ue or a range of va�ues that a��ows for an assessment of
the qua�ity �eve� achieved for a particu�ar criterion, thereby contributing to the
assessment of the extent to which GES is being achieved” (European Commission
2�22). For examp�e, the Joint Research Centre Ana�ysis (JRC), as mentioned in
CetAMBICion De�iverab�e 1.�1, as we�� as the most recent MSFD Assessment
Guidance (2�22) suggests the use of common indicators for D1C2 and D1C4
deve�oped through regiona� cooperation, such as the ones deve�oped for species
covered by Directive 92/43/EEC, and associated TV Favourab�e Reference
popu�ation va�ues. Wa�ms�ey et a�. (2�16) mention that for the assessment of
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D1C3, the adverse effects on the hea�th of species derived from D8C2, D8C4 and
other re�evant pressures shou�d be considered.

A summary of the se�ected indicators to assess cetaceans in the ABI sub-region
is shown in Tab�e 6. The methodo�ogies of the assessment GES and associated TVs
are discussed be�ow.
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Tab�e 6. Summary of the indicators se�ected to assess GES of cetaceans in the ABI sub-region.

Criteri
a

Indicator
designation Estimate/measure Methodo�ogica� and samp�ing

approach Data requirements Species

D1C1 M6_OSPAR
(common
indicator)

Morta�ity rate from
incidenta� capture

Management Strategy
Eva�uation (MSE)

Bycatch monitoring data
from observer programmes
Popu�ation abundance
Demographic parameters

Common do�phin
Harbour porpoise

ABI-CET-MOR Percentage of stranded
anima�s with evidence of
by-catch

No. of stranded individua�s with
by-catch/ No. of stranded fresh
carcasses

Strandings records A��*
Common do�phin
Harbour porpoise

D1C2 M4_Ospar
(common
indicator)

Trend in abundance Dedicated �arge-sca�e surveys
with distance samp�ing
methodo�ogy

Large-sca�e dedicated visua�
data

Common do�phin
Harbour porpoise
Bott�enose do�phin
Striped do�phin
Long-finned pi�ot
wha�e
Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e

Mark-recapture methods with
photographic data

Photographic data of dorsa�
fins or other body parts
with individua� markings

Bott�enose do�phin
Ki��er wha�e

ABI-CET-abundanc
e

Trend in abundance Opportunistic (DCF) nationa�
surveys with distance samp�ing
methodo�ogy

Nationa�-sca�e opportunistic
visua� data

Common do�phin

D1C3 ABI-CET-maxstran
dings

Extreme at-sea morta�ity
(ASME)

Extreme Va�ue Theory (EVT) Strandings data Common do�phin

ABI-CET-pregnanc
yrate

Ratio of pregnant fema�es Ratio of pregnant fema�es
in the samp�e of mature fema�es

Strandings data Common do�phin
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Criteri
a

Indicator
designation Estimate/measure Methodo�ogica� and samp�ing

approach Data requirements Species

ABI-CET-agematur
ity

Age estimates Age estimates with
measurement of gonads and
maturation ogives

Strandings data Common do�phin

ABI-CET-birthrate

Fecundity rate Mark-recapture methods with
genera�ized �inear mixed-effects
mode�s

Photographic data of dorsa�
fins or other body parts
with individua� markings
and sex identification of the
individua�s

Bott�enose do�phin
Ki��er wha�e

* By-catch evidence for a�� species is reported, but due to the �ack of data, no quantitative assessment is possib�e
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● D1C1 – Fishery by-catch morta�ity:

D1C1 focuses on determining the impact of the most predominant anthropogenic
cause of morta�ity of marine mamma�s, which is bycatch. A�though bycatch is a
serious cause of death for some sma�� cetacean species, such as the common
do�phin and harbour porpoise, there are other human sources of morta�ity, direct
and indirect, that shou�d be accounted for. For examp�e, there is a growing
amount of evidence of injuries and deaths of fin wha�es caused by ship co��isions
(Castro et a�. 2�22). There are, however, current discussions on integrating other
anthropogenic drivers of morta�ity and having a more comprehensive assessment
of anthropogenic direct morta�ity in D1C1. CetAMBICIon WP3 ana�ysed bycatch
samp�ing schemes and monitoring programmes current�y emp�oyed in the ABI
region and suggested a common approach to GES determination and thresho�d
ca�cu�ation for D1C1. The assessment methodo�ogies and regiona� thresho�ds for
by-catch are �isted in the report of subtask 3.3.

● D1C2 – Trends in abundance:

When quantifying the changes in popu�ation size, different drivers of dec�ine can
be considered such as direct human-caused morta�ity (e.g., ship strike, bycatch,
entang�ements), disease, predation, reduced prey avai�abi�ity, ecosystem change,
and habitat degradation (Avi�a et a�. 2�18, Lotze et a�. 2�11, Magera et a�. 2�13,
Tay�or et a�. 2��7). The decision on whether the change in popu�ation size is
acceptab�e in terms of management and potentia� viabi�ity of the popu�ation can
be assessed through a trend ana�ysis of abundance (either a rate of change or a
minimum popu�ation size). However, a�though assessing trends in abundance is an
attractive approach to managing wi�d�ife popu�ations, due to its apparent
simp�icity, the power to detect a statistica��y significant change in abundance is
an arduous task and it is high�y dependent on the species, frequency of surveys,
amount of the data used and their type and qua�ity (White et a�. 2�22, Authier et
a�. 2�2�). For examp�e, �arge-sca�e dedicated surveys, such as SCANS, have been
conducted with a �ong-time gap between them, resu�ting in �ow precision and
accuracy of some abundance estimates that do not grant the confidence
necessary to perform a trend ana�ysis (White et a�. 2�22, Authier et a�. 2�2�,
Katsanevakis et a�. 2�12, Tay�or et a�. 2��7). The use of regiona� and
opportunistic types of data, such as DCF surveys, has been suggested to
comp�ement the assessment of the �arge-sca�e abundance trends since they can
offer higher statistica� power due to their higher frequency, but they can a�so
suffer from �ow precision (OSPAR Commission 2�22, Authier et a�. 2�2�).
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To address the issue of statistica� significance and imprecise and noisy data,
Authier et a�. (2�2�) estimated three types of errors with simu�ation mode��ing of
abundance based in case studies from European waters: 1) type-I error, which is
associated with the power to detect a trend; 2) type-S error, the probabi�ity of
the trend being in the wrong direction if the trend is significant; 3) type-M error,
the magnitude of the trend if it is significant. They showed that the power to
detect sma�� dec�ines (�ess than 5%) in abundance was very �ow regard�ess of the
time of the study (Figure 15), and on�y dramatic dec�ines cou�d be easi�y
detected, as Tay�or et a�. (2��7) a�so acknow�edged in a prior study with different
methodo�ogy. These resu�ts can cause irremediab�e damage or �oss because
measures might be de�ayed in the �ight of statistica��y insignificant dec�ines, as
observed with the vaquita Phocoena sinus (e.g. Tay�or et a�. 2��7). The resu�ts
from Authier et a�. (2�2�) a�so indicate that �arge samp�e sizes do not a�ways
correspond to greater power to detect a trend, showing that noise in �arge
datasets can easi�y dominate the signa� in trend ana�ysis. The �argest error rates
in sign (Type-S) were observed with sma�� dec�ines (since the signa� was harder to
detect) and decreased precision (higher CV). In the case of magnitude error rates
(Type-M), a decrease in precision resu�ted in statistica��y significant estimates
being underestimates of the true magnitude of the dec�ine (Authier et a�. 2�2�).
This study c�ear�y demonstrates the cha��enges that scientists face when
ana�ysing trends in abundance and providing meaningfu� information for po�icy
makers to decide on management p�anning. For data-poor cases, such as most
cetacean species, Authier et a�. (2�2�) recommend using �inear regression mode�s
with statistica� regu�arization to incorporate prior information and decrease
uncertainty.
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Figure 15. Power of a two-tai�ed test with a significance �eve� set to 2�% (P–DD) to detect
a popu�ation dec�ine over a study period T (samp�e size). Each co�umn corresponds to a
different assumption concerning the precision (different CV) of abundance estimates on

which the trend is inferred. Each �ine corresponds to different mode��ing approaches used
to estimate trend in abundance. From Authier et a�. (2�2�).

Not on�y the statistica� power to detect trends is cha��enging to achieve, but the
meaning of a �eve� of 8�% statistica� power (associated with a statistica�
significance �eve� of 5% or 2�%) might be arbitrary and shift the focus of rea�
conservation issues (Authier et a�. 2�2�). Authier et a�. (2�2�) use the examp�e of
the changes in the vaquita abundance to i��ustrate how statistica� ambiguities
can a�so be associated with practica� dec�ines in abundance and have dramatic
consequences for the species. At the beginning of the 9�s, abundance estimates
of the vaquita, with the best avai�ab�e data, were at a maximum of 1��� anima�s
(Tay�or & Gerrodette, 1993, Bar�ow et a�. 1993, Si�ber 199�). Tay�or & Gerrodette
(1993) simu�ated �ine-transect survey data for the vaquita and showed that with
such a sma�� abundance, trends even based on frequent surveying wou�d be
nonsignificant even if the popu�ation was actua��y dec�ining. With an abundance
of 1��� individua�s, simu�ations showed that even with annua� surveys over a
period of 1� years, the minimum detectab�e rate of dec�ine was about 8%/year,
which wou�d mean detecting a 57% dec�ine over that study period, which is a very
high dec�ine rate of the popu�ation (Tay�or et a�. 2��7). In subsequent years,
between 1997 and 2��8, the dec�ine of the vaquita abundance was estimated to
be 7.6%/year, fo��owed by a catastrophic dec�ine between 2�11 and 2�15 of
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34%/year (95% CRI, −48% to −21%; Jarami��o-Legorreta et a�. 2�16). The �atest
abundance of the vaquita, estimated in 2�15, was on�y 59 (95% Bayesian Credib�e
Interva� [CRI] 22–145) individua�s, which corresponded to a decrease of 92% (95%
CRI 8�–97%) over 18 years (Tay�or et a�. 2�16). Most of the recent dec�ine was
caused by morta�ity in i��ega� gi��nets of totoaba (Totoaba macdona�di)
(Va�enzue�a-Quiñonez et a�. 2�15, Anonymous 2�16a, 2�16b) and a�though
protective measures are current�y in p�ace, the extinction of the vaquita seems
imminent (Tay�or et a�. 2�17). The simu�ation studies made by Authier et a�.
(2�2�) and Tay�or & Gerrodette (1993) are dire warnings of the consequences of
waiting for �arge and dramatic dec�ines in abundance,, which are associated with
a higher risk of irreversib�e damage, to take actions and urge for a more
precautionary approach.

At the EU �eve�, trends in cetaceans abundance have been eva�uated fo��owing
severa� assessment methodo�ogies and, when avai�ab�e, associated thresho�ds.
The trend-based approach adopted by OSPAR has a (see De�iverab�e 1.1 for a
detai�ed description) assess changes in the abundance of cetaceans, using the
quantitative thresho�d from IUCN Red List criterion A (dec�ining popu�ation) to
determine whether popu�ations/species be�ongs in a category of threat (IUCN
2�19). Having the ear�iest abundance estimate from �arge-sca�e surveys as the
base�ine va�ue of abundance, and assuming that popu�ations were in GES at that
time, the dec�ine between the base�ine and abundance estimates shou�d not be
greater than 3�% over 1� years or three generations (OSPAR Commission 2�22). In
the IUCN guide�ines, 1� years is considered to be the shortest period of time for
which conservation p�ans and actions start to show any effects (IUCN 2�19). The
IUCN, as we�� as OSPAR, use the generation �ength of the species and/or taxon to
sca�e the dec�ine rate thresho�d for the species’ �ife history so that changes in
abundance are species-specific and can be assessed at shorter time sca�es (IUCN
2�19, see De�iverab�e 1.1 Tab�e 2� and Tab�e 22). In the case of cetaceans,
maximum annua� dec�ines are estimated to be between �.5% (for 6 species) and
1.6% (for the harbour porpoise). OSPAR's approach to assess the abundance of
cetaceans is based on detecting trends so�e�y from estimates of abundance,
assuming that a�� individua�s contribute simi�ar�y to the popu�ation dynamics.
Given the �imitations on data and demographic information for most cetacean
species, it is not possib�e to use popu�ation mode�s and a broader quantitative
assessment has to be undertaken. Wi�son et a�. (2�11) showed that using on�y
abundance to detect a risk of extinction may either fai� to detect initia� dec�ines
in abundance or have a high error rate of misc�assification. Furthermore, as
summarized above, there is difficu�ty in detecting sma�� changes in abundance
each year, with the sma�� amount of data avai�ab�e.
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For examp�e, the most recent estimate of the abundance of the harbour porpoise
popu�ation in the Iberian Peninsu�a (b�ocks AA, AB and AC from SCANS-III) is
estimated to be 2898 individua�s (CV: �.32) (Hammond et a�. 2�21b). Based on
IUCN criteria, the popu�ation can be c�assified as ‘Endangered’ (popu�ation size
�ess than 25�� individua�s) (IUCN 2�19). The species is a�ready c�assified as
‘Vu�nerab�e’ in European waters and the accepted maximum dec�ine (1.6%/year)
can resu�t in potentia��y dangerous dec�ines of the popu�ation in the Iberian
Peninsu�a. In the worst-case scenario, if this dec�ine wou�d be observed annua��y
over a period of 1� years, it wou�d correspond to a 14.9% dec�ine in the
popu�ation, potentia��y c�assifying it as ‘Endangered’ with 2466 individua�s
(additiona� criterion about the rate of dec�ine and popu�ation dynamics need to be
met before this c�assification). If the same dec�ine wou�d be observed each year
over three generations (assuming an average generation �ength of 1� years), it
wou�d resu�t in a 38.4% dec�ine, with 1786 individua�s. These estimates are on�y a
very crude assessment and are based on the possibi�ity of surveying each year.
The harbour porpoise is a species that strands frequent�y, and it shows
unsustainab�y high �eve�s of by-catch in the Iberian Peninsu�a (Torres-Pereira et
a�. 2�22, Pierce et a�. 2�22). In 2�2�, the Internationa� Wha�ing Commission
(IWC) Scientific Committee ca��ed for effective monitoring of fishery bycatch in
the region by Portuga� and Spain that shou�d inc�ude sma��-sca�e fisheries “with a
particu�ar emphasis on gi��net and beach seines gears” (Car�én et a�. 2�21). In
2�22 the IWC Scientific Committee recommended “immediate actions to
effective�y reduce, and where possib�e e�iminate, bycatch of harbour porpoise
throughout Iberian Peninsu�a waters”. Combining this information with the trend
ana�ysis of abundance, the worst-case scenario examp�e of the harbour porpoise
in the Iberian Peninsu�a wou�d start to show a fami�iar resemb�ance to the
vaquita case.

In the case of an abundant species, such as the common do�phin, the estimated
abundance in the entire AU (northeast At�antic) is 473 461 individua�s (CV: �.26)
(Hammond et a�. 2�21b). Again, projecting a broad worst-case scenario with the
OSPAR accepted annua� dec�ine (�.9%/year), wou�d cause a dec�ine of 8.6% over 1�
years (�eaving 432 534 individua�s), and a dec�ine of 28.8% over three generations
(assuming an average generation �ength of 12.5 years, �eaving 337 326
individua�s). For a species with such �arge numbers of abundance estimates, even
with �arge dec�ines, it cou�d be possib�e to assume that these �osses wou�d be
potentia��y harmfu� to the viabi�ity of the popu�ation. However, the estimated
by-catch of the common do�phin in 2�2� for the entire AU was 64�6 individua�s
(95% CI = 3�52 – 9414) (ICES 2�21), representing a remova� of 1.35%. Just one
cause of �oss, which is the primary driver of marine mamma� morta�ity wor�dwide
(Lewison et a�. 2�14), wou�d represent 1.5 times the annua� accepted dec�ine in
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abundance. Therefore, the IUCN thresho�ds for assessing trends in abundance
shou�d be considered with caution depending on the species, and their abundance
and shou�d be integrated with the different causes of dec�ine, such as morta�ity
caused by anthropogenic pressure. As mentioned above, the frequency and
precision of the data are a�so crucia� aspects to accurate�y determine trends in
abundance. Trend ana�ysis is a very powerfu� too� to he�p the management and
conservation p�anning of wi�d�ife, but in the case of �ess abundant
species/popu�ations, it shou�d not be viewed as the unique driver for app�ying
conservation measures because these endangered species/popu�ations �eave
�itt�e margin for recovery (Tay�or & Gerrodette 1993). In the case of abundant
species, fu�� integration of causes of dec�ine need to be performed. To achieve
GES, environmenta� targets shou�d be in �ine with conservation objectives (the
program of measures must be associated with the assessment).

For the Habitats Directive, a species is in ‘Favourab�e Conservation Status
(FCS)’ if the popu�ation size is equa� to or �arger than the ‘Favourab�e Reference
Popu�ation (FRP)’. If the dec�ine in abundance is greater than 1% per year within a
specific period of time or the popu�ation size is more than 25% be�ow the FRP,
then it is in ‘Unfavourab�e Conservation Status’ (European Commission, 2�11).
The FRP is defined as ‘the minimum popu�ation size necessary to ensure the
�ong-term viabi�ity of the species and it shou�d be at �east the size of the
popu�ation when the Directive came into force’ (Bij�sma et a�. 2�19). The FRP can
be estimated according to a mode�-based approach or a reference-based approach
(see De�iverab�e 1 or 3.3. for detai�ed descriptions), but the choice is based on
the extent and qua�ity of the existing data to assess abundance. For species with
�arge datasets, specified by demography, such as the common do�phin and harbour
porpoise, FRP can be estimated using a mode�-based approach, that inc�udes a
Popu�ation Viabi�ity Ana�ysis (PVA) and Minimum Viab�e Popu�ation (MVP) (Bij�sma
et a�. 2�19). This approach produces robust estimates, but it requires �arge
datasets and on�y estimates a minimum estimate of popu�ation size to avoid
extinction (Bij�sma et a�. 2�19). It requires data about age structure, age of first
breeding, fecundity, surviva�, and carrying capacity (Pa�ia�exis et a�. 2�21). For
other �ess data-rich species, FRP is based on a reference va�ue, and it is
indicative of the past abundance considered to be hea�thy. A�though it requires
�ess data, there are some uncertainties in the estimate of the base�ine. In �ight
of the HD, dec�ines of 1% or more per year are considered to be �arge (Bij�sma et
a�. 2�19), which correspond to overa�� dec�ines in abundance of ≈ 1� and 26% over
1� and 3� years, respective�y (Authier et a�. 2�2�).
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Within the ABI sub-region, each MS adopt different methodo�ogies and strategies
for their assessment of D1C2. A�� three MS estimate a trend in abundance with
SCANS data, which corresponds to the indicator OSPAR M4, and therefore assess
D1C2 with a regiona� indicator (Spitz et a�. 2�18, MITECO 2�19a, b). However,
France uses the thresho�d estab�ished by OSPAR, whi�e Spain and Portuga� do not
define a TV for this criterion. France, Portuga� and Spain use additiona�
comp�ementary indicators and data. Frances uses two other indicators: a trend in
re�ative abundance (MM_Abond), estimated with data from nationa� DCF surveys,
and comp�ements M4; and, in the case of resident communities of bott�enose
do�phins, a trend in abundance with photo-ID data (which is equiva�ent to the
previous OSPAR M4a) (Spitz et a�. 2�18). Spain undertakes an extensive
compi�ation of scientific studies that contain re�evant information to assess a��
MSFD criteria for the se�ected species (MITECO 2�19a,b). The data comes from
severa� scientific artic�es, reports, conference presentations and doctora� theses
based on research work carried out by different organizations. Since surveys and
ana�yses are performed with different protoco�s and specific aims, the popu�ation
size of each study is assessed separate�y, which is not direct�y a quantitative
ana�ysis of the trend in abundance per se.

● D1C3 – Demographic parameters:

Current�y, there is no quantitative assessment of the demographic parameters of
cetaceans at the EU �eve�. The aim of the MSFD and the HD is to guarantee an
adequate age structure, morta�ity �eve� and reproductive parameters, which
shou�d not be adverse�y affected by anthropogenic pressures. However, asuch
quantitative assessment is not feasib�e for a�� species, given the data
requirements. The most stranded species, the common do�phin and the harbour
porpoise are the on�y species that may potentia��y have sufficient data to define
a thresho�d and deve�op a quantitative assessment for some demographic
parameters. France uses a nationa� indicator (MM_EME) to assess the impact of
extreme morta�ity events that are �ike�y to affect the popu�ations of harbour
porpoise, common do�phin and striped do�phin, such as accidenta� captures of the
common do�phin, or epizootics for the striped do�phin, or cumu�ative factors. The
assessment is made by comparing the number of strandings with the maximum
number of expected strandings under the assumption of constant pressures
(Bouchard et a�. 2�19). This ana�ysis requires an adaptive thresho�d (maximum
number of expected strandings), that wi�� depend on the distribution of the
recorded number of strandings and the period of time for which the maximum
estimate is done.
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● Integration:

According to the most recent Assessment Guidance Document (European
Commission 2�22), the term integration refers to “the combination of assessment
information across different assessment aspects (e.g., combination of information
from two or more criteria or under�ying indicators)”. During the GES assessment,
there are severa� steps of integration that can start at an indicator �eve� and go
up to the ecosystem component (even though the guidance mentions that this
fina� step is not required, and integration can stop at the species group �eve�).
The methods that can be used in the integration process (ICES 2�18) are shown in
Tab�e 7 and a detai�ed description of each one is inc�uded in De�iverab�e 1.�1.

Tab�e 7. Overview of integration ru�es to determine GES of marine mamma�s.

Integration ru�e Advantages Disadvantages

One-Out-A��-Out (OOAO) ●Easy to understand and
app�y

●No masking of poor
indicators, which resu�ts in
signs of ear�y warning for
adverse effects not to be
‘missed’ in the process

●Provides the strictest
assessment

●Data insufficiency is
treated as an adverse
effect

Proportiona� ru�ing ●A percentage or proportion
of
indicators/criteria/species
to determine GES is set by
expert judgment

●A��ows the chance of having
indicators/criteria/species
in bad status

●Requires numerous
indicators

Non-weighted
averaging

●Primary and secondary
criteria are treated equa��y

●A poor
indicator/criteria/species/
data insufficiency can be
compensated

●Requires numerous
indicators

●Masking of poor indicators
cou�d occur

Weighted averaging ●Indicators/criteria/species
can have weights based on
perceived importance, the
area covered or their
precision and accuracy

●A poor
indicator/criteria/species/

●Requires numerous
indicators

●Masking of poor indicators
cou�d occur
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data insufficiency can be
compensated with different
weights

Conditiona� ru�ing Weighing the specific
statements of the
individua� criteria against

●Requires numerous
indicators

The choice of integration ru�e(s) at each different �eve� can depend on the number
of assessment parameters or species assessed, the species conservation status
and the amount of data used in the assessment, but u�timate�y it is a po�icy
decision. In the case of marine mamma�s, the �atest MSFD Guidance provides
some f�exibi�ity in the integration ru�es at the �owest �eve�, from indicators to
criteria, suggesting a regiona� agreement about the method used (European
Commission 2�22). At the fo��owing �eve� of integration, from criteria to species,
the Guidance states that the assessment between D1C1 and the other criteria
shou�d be based on the OOAO ru�e (European Commission 2�22). The conservation
objective proposed by OSPAR to decrease or, when possib�e, to e�iminate
incidenta� catches of marine mamma�s such that they do not represent a threat to
the conservation status of these species imp�ies a strict ru�e of integration when
considering D1C1. The integration among D1C2, D1C3, D1C4 and D1C5 can be based
on a conditiona� ru�e, and according to the HD. Given that in the case of the ABI
region, it was estab�ished that on�y D1C1, D1C2 and D1C3 wou�d be quantitative�y
assessed, and on�y the harbour porpoise and common do�phin wou�d have an
assessment for the three criteria, that narrows the possibi�ities of ‘if…then’
scenarios of a conditiona� integration. For species with quantitative assessments
of D1C1 and D1C2 on�y, the integration shou�d be OOAO. For the harbour porpoise
and the common do�phin, if D1C1 is in GES, the MSDF Guidance suggests that D1C3
cou�d be treated with the equa� weight of other criteria (European Commission
2�22). The current assessment methodo�ogy for D1C3 in the ABI is based on the
remova� of individua�s from the popu�ation caused by extreme events. The resu�ts
of this indicator might give an ear�y warning of causes of morta�ity that cou�d be
important in the future of the popu�ation. Therefore, if D1C1 is good status an
averaging ru�e cou�d be app�ied between D1C2 and D1C3. The a�ternative
hypothesis, as a precautionary approach, cou�d be the OOAO ru�e.

If a criterion cannot be assessed due to the �ack of data, it resu�ts in an
‘unknown’ status, which is different from choosing not to assess a criterion (‘not
assessed’) (European Commission 2�22). Based on these ru�es, if a species has
‘unknown’ criteria, it shou�d a�so have an ‘unknown’ statusThe MSFD Guidance
states that the integration from species to species groups shou�d be based on
the OOAO ru�e because an assessment at this �eve� shou�d account for the ‘need
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to reach or maintain a favourab�e conservation status, according to the HD’
(European Commission 2�22). Furthermore, since the three groups of cetaceans
have four or fewer species to consider in the integration process, the OOAO seems
the most suitab�e ru�e. For examp�e, in the case of groups of birds and fish,
Dierschke et a�. (2�21) indicated that integration with few species shou�d be
based on the OOAO ru�e.

In the ABI region, the group of sma�� toothed cetaceans inc�ude four species, two
of them, the common do�phin and harbour porpoise, with a high �eve� of threat
from by-catch. The harbour porpoise has such a high �eve� of threat that the
Iberian subpopu�ation is c�assified into “Critica��y Endangered” in Spain and
Portuga� (BOE-A-2�2�-15296, Portuguese Mamma� Red Data Book 2�23) .
Consequent�y, the group of sma�� cetaceans presents a high probabi�ity of not
achieving GES for a pro�onged period, which is dependent on the effectiveness of
conservation measures focused on the recovery of the harbour porpoise
subpopu�ation. The habitat preferences of the harbour porpoise are very �imited
and are not representative of the fu�� range of occurrence of sma�� toothed
cetaceans. Thus, one might think that an averaging or a proportiona� integration
ru�e cou�d be more appropriate to assess GES in this group of species since the
OOAO ru�e pena�izes the potentia� positive assessment of the other three species.
However, the eco�ogica� ro�e of the harbour porpoise in their preferred coasta�
habitats cannot be rep�aced by other sma�� toothed cetaceans. Each species has a
specific functiona� ro�e in the ecosystem that needs to be preserved by a
precautionary approach. Even if a red-�isted species cou�d not be assessed due to
the �ack of data, it wou�d sti�� be not in GES because the conservation status is
based on scientific data on popu�ation trends and popu�ation dynamics,
supporting the decision about GES (European Commission 2�22, Dierschke et a�.
2�21). In this case, the GES assessment is used as a signa� of extinction risk and
trigger mitigation measures (Dierschke et a�. 2�21).
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4. Reaching a common approach to the
assessment of cetaceans in the Bay of
Biscay and Iberian Coast: workshops
resu�ts

4.1.Matosinhos technica� workshop (WK2.1)

A technica� workshop, organized by CIIMAR and DGRM, has been he�d in
Matosinhos (Portuga�), aiming at gathering the scientific experts of Portuga�,
Spain and France, as we�� as the competent authorities of each MS. The gathering
faci�itated the discussion on the se�ection of species to assess D1 marine
mamma�s’ groups of species in the ABI sub-region, as we�� as the avai�ab�e
methods and data to assess each criterion. The agenda and participants are
avai�ab�e in Annex 1.

4.1.1. Se�ection of species

Day 1 focused on the discussion of the avai�ab�e data to assess the species
identified under WP1, for at �east one criterion. The teams of each MS eva�uated,
for each species, whether data existed at the moment or was expected to be
co��ected under the monitoring programmes foreseen, and a�so whether the
assessments cou�d be considered robust or not. The criteria that showed the
most amount of data for an assessment of a�most a�� species se�ected was D1C2.
For D1C2, abundance estimates with CV �ower than �.3 are considered robust.

In France, the abundance of most species can be current�y assessed by using the
data co��ected in dedicated regiona� (SCANS3 and CODA) and nationa� (SAMM4,
CAPECET and SPEE) surveys, as we�� as surveys conducted under EU Data Co��ection
Framework (DCF) (PELGAS, EVHOE). For the DCF surveys, there are very few
sightings of harbour porpoise. The number of sightings of sperm wha�es, Cuvier’s
beaked wha�es and ki��er wha�es are, in a�� �ike�ihood, too sma�� to produce an
assessment.

In Spain, abundance cannot yet be assessed for some species. Current�y, on�y
common do�phin, bott�enose do�phin (coasta� and resident AUs), ki��er wha�e and
fin wha�e can be assessed. However, for the next MSFD cyc�e, it shou�d a�so be
possib�e to assess harbour porpoise and striped do�phin, the fourth species that

4 Suivi Aérien de �a Mégafaune Marine (SAMM)

3 Sma�� Cetaceans in European At�antic waters and the North Sea (SCANS)
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strands the most in northern Spain. In addition to the dedicated internationa�
surveys (SCANS), severa� nationa� campaigns are used to co��ect data for
abundance estimates, such as PELACUS, BIOMAN, JUVENA, IBERAS. For harbour
porpoise, under the PHOCOEVAL project, one aeria� survey was conducted in 2�15,
but the estimate of abundance (186 individua�s) is not considered robust (CV:
�.83) due to the sma�� number of sightings. More recent�y (2�2�), a sma�� airp�ane
campaign (976 km) in the southwestern Ga�ician coast registered on�y one
porpoise sighting (two anima�s) out of 93 cetacean sightings (project VIRADA).
For harbour porpoise specifica��y, an area of higher occurrence identified based on
previous data wi�� be surveyed more frequent�y to a��ow a more robust
assessment of this species. An assessment of Cuvier’s beaked wha�es and pi�ot
wha�e may be possib�e but �ike�y not be robust. In order to not exc�ude the
assessment of deep-diving species within the nationa� waters of the sub-region,
an effort wi�� be made to report on these two species. For Cuvier’s beaked
wha�es, a�ternative methods based on acoustics may be tria��ed for assessment.
The assessment of Risso’s do�phin, sperm wha�e and minke wha�e is not
considered possib�e, despite the foreseen increased monitoring effort, due to �ow
or no sightings in previous surveys.

In Portuga�, some of the criteria for the sma�� toothed cetacean species under
consideration shou�d be possib�e to assess by aeria� surveys (e.g. SCANS and
other nationa� surveys) and surveys conducted under DCF (e.g. PELAGO and
IBERAS). In fact, in addition to the dedicated internationa� surveys (SCANS),
severa� aeria� surveys were conducted during the period 2�11-2�15, with robust
estimates for harbour porpoise (CV: �.22) and common do�phin abundance (CV:
�.25) (Vingada & Eira 2�18). The on�y exception is the ki��er wha�e, which is on�y
possib�e to monitor through photo-ID. Reports recorded between 2�2� and 2�22
that account interactions between vesse�s and some individua�s of the
subpopu�ation of the Strait of Gibra�tar show that movements of at �east part of
the popu�ation are extensive and diffuse throughout the Iberian Peninsu�a
(Esteban et a�. 2�22). Consequent�y, dedicated and systematic surveys for the
monitoring of this species throughout the Iberian Peninsu�a, inc�uding
Portuguese waters, are very cost-intensive and with potentia� sma�� resu�ts.
Therefore, the best approach for now, is to monitor this species during the time
when it concentrates in a �imited area, i.e., in the Strait of Gibra�tar during
spring. In Portuguese waters, records of the interactions between ki��er wha�es
and vesse�s wi�� be compi�ed, but not for MSFD requirements.

Regarding harbour porpoise, a�though sightings are few, this is an HD Annex II
species and the status of the Iberian popu�ation is considered “Critica��y
Endangered” (Portuguese Mamma� Red Data Book, 2�23), with increasing
strandings of the species (Torres-Pereira et a�. 2�22). Further surveys, apart from
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SCANS-IV are needed to provide a robust assessment of the species and
therefore, an increased effort for this species shou�d be foreseen in the entire
coasta� area. Acoustic devices to monitor the occurrence of this species in
punctua� areas of Portuga� have been tria��ed and towed acoustic devices cou�d
potentia��y comp�ement harbour porpoise occurrence data. However, fixed
acoustic devices are recommended a�ong with measures to account for the high
use of coasta� waters by vesse�s, the fishing sector and other emerging
activities. Recent�y, within the ATLANTIDA Project, CIIMAR is using passive
acoustic monitoring devices to record voca� cetaceans (and soundscape).
Neverthe�ess, data co��ection on�y started recent�y and is on�y expected unti� the
end of the project (2�23), which prevent robust resu�ts in the short-term.

Regarding bott�enose do�phins, there are no discrete coasta� units identified so
far except for the Sado resident popu�ation, which is not under MSFD eva�uation.
A�though the occurrence of the coasta� and offshore ecotypes is acknow�edged, it
is yet not certain how to assess these units separate�y. Further discussion at a
nationa� �eve� is needed.

Sightings of a�� deep-diving species are few, making near�y impossib�e to produce
robust assessments based on distance samp�ing visua� data. During SCANS-III,
there were on�y a few sightings in the offshore waters of the ABI sub-region, in
the Bay of Biscay and northern Spain (Hammond et a�. 2�21). Sperm wha�es were
a�so sighted in offshore Portuguese waters (5�-2��nm) during dedicated surveys
performed during the LIFE MarPro project (Vingada & Eira 2�18). It was decided to
keep Cuvier’s beaked wha�e as a key representative species of deep-diving
toothed cetaceans, due to its importance for the assessment of noise effects,
and the potentia� use of acoustic methods to increase confidence. However,
current�y, there is no monitoring programme estab�ished for that purpose and
funding must be discussed.

Based on the discussions Tab�e 8 was produced and shared with the group for
agreement.

Tab�e 8. Number of management units se�ected to assess D1 for marine mamma�s
in the ABI sub-region (1: one assessment unit; 2: two assessment units; 3: three
assessment units)

Groups of
species Species Portuga� Spain France

Sma�� toothed
cetaceans

Short-beaked
common do�phin

1 1 1

Harbour porpoise 1 1 1

Bott�enose do�phin 1 or 2 3 1
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Striped do�phin 1 1 1

Ki��er wha�e � 1 �

Deep-diving
toothed
cetaceans

Cuvier's beaked
wha�e

1 1 �

Long-finned pi�ot
wha�e

� 1 1

Risso’s do�phin � � 1

Ba�een wha�es
Minke wha�e 1 � 1

Fin wha�e 1 1 1
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4.1.2. Criteria and indicators

On Day 2 discussions focused on the methods to assess each criterion:

● D1C1 (bycatch): according to the experts, the morta�ity rate from fishing
based on data from observer programmes may be possib�e to estimate for a
more frequent species, name�y, common do�phin, harbour porpoise, and
possib�y bott�enose do�phin, since even though a�� cetacean species are
inc�uded in monitoring programmes, events of species that are �ess
frequent in bycatch render �imitations to estimation of bycatch rates. It
provides however unrep�aceab�e information on fishing gear that caused
the bycatch events, even if with difficu�ties in quantification of bycatch
rates. Simi�ar�y to data from observer programmes, data from strandings
a�so inc�udes a�� cetaceans species, whether more or �ess frequent�y
stranded, and data can be presented as the percentage of stranded anima�s
with evidence of bycatch for a�� species (considering anima�s for which
cause of death cou�d be determined), as we�� as the tota� number of
anima�s stranded, inc�uding those with �ow risk from bycatch. For examp�e,
stranding data high�ight the need to proper�y address the common do�phin
and harbour porpoise bycatch issues. In France, estimates for the
morta�ity rate of the common do�phin and the harbour porpoise, are
possib�e to be obtained by ana�ysing strandings data. Tab�e 9 summarizes
which parameters may be used for each species and MS.
It was a�so discussed whether other sources of morta�ity (e.g. from ship
co��isions) shou�d be reported under D1C1, but it was conc�uded that other
sources of morta�ity shou�d be assessed under D1C3.

Tab�e 9. Parameters to assess criterion D1C1 per species and Member State in the ABI
sub-region.

Parameter Species

D1C1 Morta�ity rate from fishing (observers) Common do�phin (PT, ES, FR)
Harbour porpoise (PT, ES)
Bott�enose do�phin (?)

Morta�ity rate from fishing (strandings
data)

Common do�phin (FR)
Harbour porpoise (FR)

Stranded anima�s with evidence of
bycatch

Common do�phin (PT, ES, FR)
Harbour porpoise (PT, ES, FR)
Bott�enose do�phin (PT, ES, FR)
Striped do�phin (PT, ES, FR)
Bott�enose do�phin
(resident-ES)
Ki��er wha�e (ES)
Cuvier’s beaked wha�e (PT, ES)
Long-finned pi�ot wha�e (ES,
FR)
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Risso’s do�phin (FR)
Minke wha�e ((PT, ES)
Fin wha�e (PT, ES, FR)

● D1C2 (abundance): a�� the three MS foresee co��ecting visua� data (from
dedicated aeria� and ship surveys and DCF surveys) and app�ying distance
samp�ing. It was agreed that both mode�-based and design-based
abundance estimates may be provided. Mode�-based abundance estimates
a��ows more f�exib�e restrictions than design-based ana�ysis
(equi-probabi�ity coverage), as we�� as to poo� data from different surveys
and to better understand the re�ationships between abundance and
environmenta� variab�es. In cases for which abso�ute abundance estimates
are uncertain, re�ative abundance may be used as an index to assess
trends. In Spain, the abundance of the resident popu�ations of bott�enose
do�phin and ki��er wha�e wi�� be monitored through photo-ID to produce
estimates of re�ative abundance for these species. For Risso’s do�phin, a
species with a few sightings in the data provided by France, an assessment
may not be robust. The Cuvier’s beaked wha�e is a�so a species for which
the �ack of sightings wi�� not a��ow a robust assessment. Regarding this
point, the Spanish experts commented that performing acoustic surveys in
areas with acknow�edge presence of this species might be the most
adequate so�ution to obtain abundance estimates, specifica��y mentioning
the canyons, in the north of Spain (e.g. SAC ESZZ12��3 Sistema de cañones
submarinos de Avi�és). This wi�� be possibi�ity exp�ored by the Spanish
competent authorities. Deep-diving toothed cetaceans might be easier to
assess at a sub-regiona� �eve� by poo�ing data for the entire area and
providing a broad assessment (instead of having no nationa� assessment).
A�� three MS agreed that the adequate term to assess D1C2 is ‘trend in
abundance’. Tab�e 1� summarizes which parameters may be used for each
species and MS.

Tab�e 1�. Parameters to assess criterion D1C2 per species in the ABI sub-region *: if
sufficient data becomes avai�ab�e. Species with parenthesis indicate an assessment
might not be possib�e.

Parameter Species
D1C2 Trend in abundance

● Line-Transect, distance samp�ing
(visua�)
(mode�-based estimates)
(design-based estimates)

Common do�phin
Harbour porpoise (*)
Bott�enose do�phin
Striped do�phin
Long-finned pi�ot wha�e
Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e
(Risso’s do�phin)
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● Photo-ID Bott�enose do�phin
(resident)
Ki��er wha�e

● Distance samp�ing (acoustic) Cuvier’s beaked wha�e

● Opportunistic (visua�) Harbour porpoise

● D1C3 (demography): as �ong-�ived species, it is hard to detect changes in
�ife parameters of cetaceans. Since this criterion re�ies most�y on data
from strandings, it may be on�y possib�e to co��ect enough data to deve�op
base�ines for some parameters such as age-at-maturity and pregnancy rate
for the species which strand the most. Age of maturity can indicate if
anima�s are maturing ear�ier or �ater when comparing to previous data.
Changes in this parameter may be due to an environmenta� stressor
(a�though other causes cannot be exc�uded a priori) and it is therefore
considered a good parameter. A�so, age determination based on teeth GLGs
is preferab�e to determine age rather than tota� body �ength but. On�y for
common do�phin it is foreseeab�e that these parameters may be estimated.
The aim is, in the �ong-term, to deve�op a demographic mode� to estimate
the growth rate of the popu�ation. However, such mode�s require a �ot of
data to inform severa� parameters. Sti�� based on data from strandings, it
was a�so agreed to assess the trend of the maximum number of stranded
individua�s for common do�phin and harbour porpoise, the species with
more stranding records in a�� the three MS. In Spain, the photo-ID data
co��ected to assess the resident popu�ations (ki��er wha�e and bott�enose
do�phins) may a��ow the estimation of birth rates. Tab�e 11 summarizes
which parameters may be used for each species.

Tab�e 11. Parameters to assess criterion D1C3 per species in the ABI sub-region.
Ce��s in ye��ow indicate that an assessment is not possib�e now, but it is p�anned as
soon as sufficient data becomes avai�ab�e. Ce��s in red indicate that an assessment is
high�y un�ike�y in the foreseeab�e future because of insufficient amount of data of
demography of these species.

Indicators Species

D1C3 Trend in (max) number of stranded
individua�s

Common do�phin
Harbour porpoise

Reproductive rate
● Strandings (pregnancy rate, age at

maturity)
Common do�phin

● Photo-ID (birth rate) Bott�enose do�phin
(resident)
Ki��er wha�e

Popu�ation growth rate
● Demographic mode�

Common do�phin
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Indicators Species

Not assessed Bott�enose do�phin
Striped do�phin
Cuvier’s beaked wha�e
Long-finned pi�ot wha�e
Risso’s do�phin
Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e

● D1C4 (distribution): whi�e experts agree on the importance of considering
distribution, it is not possib�e to quantitative�y assess changes in the
distribution as required by the GES Decision for high�y mobi�e species such
as cetaceans. Large-sca�e surveys, �ike SCANS, are designed to estimate
density and abundance and are not suitab�e to assess changes in
distribution. In any case, there is no avai�ab�e methodo�ogy to assess
potentia� changes. To make sure that �imits of the distributiona� range of a
species are we��-defined and changes accurate�y assessed, surveys must
cover the historica� and current �imits of a species range, which can be
cha��enging. For most species, changes in distribution patterns are �ike�y
re�ated with changes in the environmenta� conditions, name�y prey
avai�abi�ity, which vary between years and months. The difference in the
distribution maps of harbour porpoise based on SCANS II and III were
mentioned as an examp�e of a considerab�e change in the distribution of
the species between years. It was noted that a simi�ar conc�usion had been
reached under the MISTIC SEAS project, which focused on Macaronesia. It
was agreed however that density surface maps shou�d be produced and
changes in distribution can be potentia��y assessed, for sma�� coasta� units
�ike resident bott�enose do�phins and ki��er wha�es and harbour porpoises,
and considering data from a wider number of sources. However, it is
important here to use mode��ing approaches that can a��ow to investigate
both changes within- (i.e., seasona�) and between-years. Tab�e 12
summarizes the agreement reached about D1C4.

Tab�e 12. Indicator to assess criterion D1C4 per species in the ABI sub-region.

D1C4 Not assessed
(assessment not appropriate but density
surface maps produced at regiona� and
nationa� sca�es)

Common do�phin
Harbour porpoise
Bott�enose do�phin
Striped do�phin
Ki��er wha�e
Cuvier beaked wha�e
Long-finned pi�ot wha�e
Risso’s do�phin
Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e
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● D1C5 (habitat): given the difficu�ties in the definitions of the indicators to
assess this criterion and how to perform a quantitative assessment, there
is no indicator adopted to assess this criterion, at the moment. OSPAR is
deve�oping an indicator on contamination from PCBs that cou�d inform it,
but there are sti�� discussions about whether PCBs are appropriate
indicators for D1C5 or not, since they wi�� be inc�uded in D8, and how its
assessment cou�d provide a quantitative status of habitat. A�� three MS
have some data on PCBs �eve�s for common do�phin, bott�enose do�phin and
harbour porpoise. Moreover, Portuga� has data on striped do�phins too.
Spain may a�so co��ect these data for striped do�phins and ki��er wha�es. It
was noted that there is a�ready a candidate indicator at OSPAR to assess
habitat qua�ity for seabirds (B7 Marine bird habitat qua�ity) which exp�ores
the inf�uences of both environmenta� variab�es as we�� as anthropogenic
pressures, inc�uding visua� disturbance by offshore wind farms and
shipping, and physica� disturbance to the seabed by bottom-traw�ing, on
the spatio-tempora� abundance of marine bird species. In the UK noise risk
maps have been produced for harbour porpoises, considering noise
propagation from shipping and other maritime activities. Thresho�ds, such
as 6�% of a species habitat with high �eve�s of noise, are under discussion
by TG Noise and cou�d a�so be used to assess this criterion a�though the
GES Decision does not require it. Ship co��ision risk maps have a�so been
deve�oped. If it is not possib�e to mode� the habitat of a species, exposure
maps cou�d a�so be deve�oped within marine protected areas. Fina��y, it
was agreed that a�though for most species this criterion cannot current�y
be assessed, an effort shou�d be made to deve�op exposure maps to better
understand pressure-state re�ationships and inform decision making.
Tab�e 13 summarizes the decisions adopted about D1C5.

Tab�e 13. Indicator to assess criterion D1C4 per species in the ABI sub-region.

D1C5 Candidate OSPAR ∑PCB and other persistent
chemica�s indicator

Common do�phin
Bott�enose do�phin
Harbour porpoise
Ki��er wha�e

Not assessed
(no guidance avai�ab�e but exposure to
pressures maps, such as noise risk maps
cou�d be shown)

Striped do�phin
Cuvier beaked wha�e;
Long-finned pi�ot wha�e;
Risso’s do�phin
Fin wha�e
Minke wha�e

4.1.3. Assessment sca�es

On Day 3, the subject of assessment sca�es was brief�y discussed. Experts agreed
that both nationa� and regiona� �eve� assessment resu�ts shou�d be reported. It
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was a�so noted, however, that the exact boundaries of the assessment areas are
a comp�ex subject. It was decided to create a shared fo�der containing a�� the
assessment areas which wi�� faci�itate providing resu�ts for any chosen
assessment area.
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4.2.Vigo technica� workshop

A technica� workshop, organized by IEO-CSIC, has been he�d in Vigo (Spain), to
discuss a coordinated sub-regiona� definition of GES and the monitoring strategy
for cetacean bycatch (Tasks 3.2, 3.3 & 3.4 + Tasks 2.3 & 2.4). In what concerns to
the present de�iverab�e, the discussion was focused on the definition of
parameters, indicators, and thresho�d va�ues for the se�ected criteria and
integration ru�es.

4.2.1. Criteria, parameters and indicators

D1C1 (bycatch): the experts defined that the number of stranded anima�s with
by-catch evidence re�ative to the number of stranded fresh carcasses (and
not decomposed carcasses where cause of death cannot be accurate�y
determined) is the estimate to report regarding D1C1. The data for this
indicator is on�y based on strandings. However, strandings data does not
revea� the métiers that cause the morta�ity detected in strandings.
Evidence of f�eet/gear and area of the bycatch events can be shown by
scientific observers onboard or e�ectronic monitoring, even if with
�imitations to quantification of morta�ity rates. A�though monitoring data
of this type is current�y �imited in terms of coverage (space, time and
f�eets/gears), the data co��ected by on-board observers is extreme�y
Important to assess specific métiers-morta�ity rate. D1C1 shou�d not
inc�ude entang�ement records, because it is a resu�t of marine �itter and
not a product of active fishery, and it is being proposed for D1�C4. Experts
discussed that in the future, D1C1 cou�d inc�ude different types of
anthropogenic-caused morta�ity because, a�though by-catch is the major
cause of human-induced morta�ity of cetaceans, it does not affect a��
groups of species equa��y. In the case of ba�een wha�es, records of ship
co��isions suggest that this is a major issue that is not yet assessed.

● D1C2 (abundance): MS discussed the potentia� use of re�ative abundance to
comp�ement abundance estimates from �arge-sca�e surveys to assess
trends. It was noted that re�ative abundance is most�y obtained from data
with different protoco�s, observers, and methodo�ogy, which resu�ts in high
uncertainty and therefore priority shou�d be given to abundance estimates
from dedicated surveys using simi�ar methodo�ogies. However, if MS
consider using re�ative abundance as a sub-regiona� indicator for D1C2, a
standard protoco� for data co��ection and ana�ysis shou�d be deve�oped.
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● D1C5 (habitat): the use of PCBs to assess habitat was further considered.
Since the impact of PCBs in the reduction of fecundity is documented
(together with decreased immune function, �eading to diseases and
morta�ity), PCBs can be inc�uded in D1C3. However, ES pointed that D1C3
a�ready inc�udes severa� indicators, and D1C5 shou�d have an indicator that
cou�d be PCBs, which are being considered by OSPAR and MSFD to assess
habitat. PT and ES agreed to use PCBs, but FR was sti�� uncertain about it.
FR was concerned about not having a thresho�d yet.

4.2.2. Integration ru�es

Given the sma�� number of species and indicators, the MS agreed that OOAO is at
the moment the most appropriate integration ru�e to app�y at each �eve� of
integration. However, there were concerns about the OOAO ru�e rewarding the �ack
of data, as it was exemp�ified by the case of ba�een wha�es. Current�y, in the ABI,
ba�een wha�es are assessed on�y with D1C2 because there is not enough data to
assess D1C3 and D1C1. As D1C1 and D1C3 are current�y defined, they do not
inc�ude specific threats to this group of species, such as ship co��isions and
entang�ement (po��ution). Therefore, an assessment of ba�een wha�es on�y based
on abundance potentia��y resu�ts in GES because of the �ack of data as we�� as
inadequate indicators to assess the impact of anthropogenic pressures. In the
case of sma�� toothed cetaceans, since their assessment is based on D1C1, D1C2
and D1C3 (for some species), GES is probab�y not achieved because the criteria to
assess anthropogenic pressures is appropriate for this group of species (e.g.
by-catch). MS agreed that further discussions about integration ru�es are needed.
Tab�e 14 summarizes the agreement and suggestions that can possib�y be
adopted.

Tab�e 14. Summary of the integration ru�es se�ected for the GES assessment in the ABI
region.

Leve� of integration Integration ru�e

Indicators to criteria ● OOAO, when there is more than one indicator. Few
indicators are estab�ished

Criteria to species ● OOAO between D1C1 and other criteria, ref�ecting
OSPAR’s conservation objective

● Conditiona�, if D1C1 is in GES averaging between D1C2
and D1C3

Species to species groups ● OOAO, fo��owing the Habitats Directive
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5. Conc�usions
Cetaceans are �ong-�ived anima�s, with comp�ex socia� �ives and occurrence, and

are high�y mobi�e, crossing jurisdictiona� boundaries. Because of these aspects,
cetaceans require �ong-term datasets to monitor them and internationa�
cooperation for management and conservation efforts. The extensive �iterature
review and discussions in two workshops resu�ted in the deve�opment of a
common approach for the assessment of cetaceans in the Bay of Biscay and the
Iberian Coast. A tota� of 1� species were considered and on�y one was exc�uded
from the fina� �ist (sperm wha�e). The species se�ected to assess cetaceans in the
ABI are harbour porpoise, bott�enose do�phin, common do�phin, and striped
do�phin, to represent sma�� toothed cetaceans; Risso’s do�phin, pi�ot wha�e and
Cuvier’s beaked wha�e, to represent deep-diving toothed cetaceans; and fin wha�e
and minke wha�e, to represent ba�een wha�es. For each criterion, the most
suitab�e and informative indicators, parameters and methodo�ogies were
identified and, when possib�e, the use of common indicators a�ready estab�ished
by regiona� cooperation was adopted. A�� MS agreed that the criteria to be
eva�uated are: D1C1 (by-catch), D1C2 (abundance) and D1C3 (demography). The
assessment of these criteria wi�� not be undertaken for a�� species, since it is
high�y dependent on the existing data and the possibi�ity of acquiring more in the
foreseeab�e future. D1C2 is the criterion with the most standardized methodo�ogy
for data co��ection, ana�ysis and assessment. Under OSPAR, abundance is
assessed with a common indicator that represents a ‘trend in abundance’, which
is estimated with sightings data from �arge-sca�e dedicated and opportunistic
(e.g. DCF) surveys, as we�� as photo-ID data, in the case of bott�enose do�phins
and ki��er wha�es. A�� MS agreed to adopt the common indicator a�ready
estab�ished by OSPAR and its thresho�ds and assessment methodo�ogy. Sufficient
demographic data to assess D1C3 is on�y avai�ab�e for two species, the harbour
porpoise and the common do�phin. A tota� of 5 parameters were suggested to be
estimated, re�ated to the age structure of the popu�ation, morta�ity and
fecundity. In WK2.1, an additiona� parameter to quantify the impact of extreme
events on the popu�ation was a�so suggested. However, there is sti�� no
quantitative thresho�d or methodo�ogies to assess this criterion. A�though D1C4
(distribution) is a�so assessed under OSPAR, a�� MS decided that current
methodo�ogies and definitions of this criterion, a�ong with D1C5 (habitat) are not
fu��y deve�oped to provide a quantitative assessment. The mode�-based approach
to acquire estimates for D1C2 a�so provides maps of the distribution of each
species, which ref�ect the re�ationship between the species density and severa�
environmenta� and anthropogenic variab�es. Neverthe�ess, these maps are based
on data to obtain abundance and do not a��ow a quantitative assessment of
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changes in the distribution and the identification of potentia� causes of the
changes. Given the sma�� number of species, criteria, indicators and parameters,
the most appropriate integration ru�e to combine the resu�ts in a quantitative
assessment of GES is the OOAO ru�e. The success of the imp�ementation of this
common approach wi�� be dependent on the c�ose sharing of information and
deve�opments on methodo�ogies among a�� MS.
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ANNEX I: Matosinhos Technica�
Workshop agenda and �ist of
participants

● Agenda

Day 1
14:�� -
14:15

Registration

14:15 -
14:3�

We�come

14:3� -
14:35

Aims of the workshop

14:35 -
14:5�

WP1/WP3 high�ights: se�ected species/management units and
criteria; monitoring programmes overview

14:5� –
15:��

Draft proposa� species and criteria for: 1. sma�� toothed cetaceans
2. deep-diving toothed cetaceans and 3. ba�een wha�es

15:�� -
16:3�

Group discussion: �ist of species/management units and criteria for
1. sma�� toothed cetaceans 2. deep-diving toothed cetaceans and 3.
ba�een wha�es

16:3� -
16:45

Break

16:45 -
17:45

Continue discussion

17:45 -
18:��

Wrap up and adjourn

Day 2

�9:3� -
�9:45

WP1 high�ights: se�ected indicators and assessment sca�es by
species

�9:45 -
1�:��

Task 2.1 high�ights: data gathering and joint ana�ysis and
identification of data gaps

1�:�� -
11:15

Draft proposa� on indicators and sca�e of assessments for sma��
toothed cetaceans

1�:15 -
11:3�

Group discussion on indicators and sca�e of assessments

11:3� -
11:45

Break

11:45 -
13:��

Continue discussion

13:�� -
14:15

Lunch

14:15 -
14:3�

Draft proposa� on indicators and sca�e of assessments for
deep-diving toothed cetaceans
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14:3� -
16:��

Group discussion on indicators and sca�e of assessments

16:�� -
16:15

Wrap up and adjourn

16:15 -
16:3�

Break

16:3�-18:�
�

Steering Committee/Partners meeting

Day 3

�9:3� -
�9:45

High�ights of the previous day

�9:45 -
11:��

Continue group discussion (deep-diving toothed cetaceans)

11:�� -
11:3�

Break

11:3� -
11:45

Draft proposa� on indicators and sca�e of assessments for ba�een
wha�es

11:45 -
13:3�

Group discussion on indicators and sca�e of assessments

13:3� -
14:3�

Lunch

14:3� -
15:��

Presentation on WK main achievements and proposa� of way forward

15:3� -
16:��

Discussion

16:�� End of workshop
● List of participants

In-person:

1. Graham Pierce (IIM-CSIC)
2. Rebeca Rodrígues (IIM-CSIC)
3. Marie Petitguyot (IIM-CSIC)
4. Andreia Pereira (DGRM)
5. Joana Otero (DGRM)
6. Vera Lopes (DGRM)
7. André Couto (DGRM)
8. Ana Mafa�da Correia (CIIMAR)
9. C�áudia Rodrigues (CIIMAR)
1�. Rau� Va�ente (CIIMAR)
11. Marina Sequeira (ICNF)
12. Rita Vasconce�os (IPMA)
13. Teresa Moura (IPMA)
14. Marta Gonça�ves (IPMA)
15. Catarina Eira (CESAM)
16. Cami�o Saavedra (IEO-CSIC)
17. José Vazquez (IEO-CSIC)
18. Pau�a Gutiérrez (IEO-CSIC)
19. Nair Arrondo (IEO-CSIC)
2�. Francisco Martínez (SEMA)
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21. Amaia Astar�oa (AZTI)
22. F�oriane P�ard (La Roche��e)
23. Authier Matthieu (La Roche��e)
24. No�wenn Cozannet (OFB)

On�ine:

25. Andrea Fariñas
26. Diego Fernández
27. Eréndira García
28. Hé�ène Renau�t
29. Peter Evans
3�. Sinéad Murphy
31. James Waggit
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ANNEX II (a): ‘ART8_GES’ schema
Tab�e A 1. ART8_GES schema for sma�� toothed cetaceans in the Bay of Biscay and Iberian Coast

MarineReportingUnit PT ES FR
ABI-PT-SD-CONT ABI-ES-SD-NOR

ABI-ES-SD-SUD
ABI-FR-SD-GDG

MRUextent
Regiona�AssessmentAre
a

Re�evant OSPAR assessment units or joint assessment area

GEScomponent D1
Feature Sma�� toothed cetaceans
GESextentThresho�d 1��%
GESextentAchieved e.g. 5�%
GESextentUnit ‘Proportion of species in good status within species group’
GESachieved GES expected to be achieved �ater than 2�24, no Artic�e 14

exception reported’
DescriptionOvera��Statu
s
AssessmentPeriod (YYYY-YYYY)
Re�atedPressures 1. Disturbance of species (e.g. where they breed, rest and feed)

due to human presence;
2. Extraction of, or morta�ity/injury to, wi�d species (by

commercia� and recreationa� fishing and other activities);
3. Input of other substances (e.g. synthetic substances,

non-synthetic substances, radionuc�ides) diffuse sources,
point sources, atmospheric deposition, acute events;

4. Input of anthropogenic sound (impu�sive, continuous);
Re�atedTargets PT ABIPT-T1-D1Cont; ABIPT-T1-D1Cont_ Phocoenaphocoena;

ABIPT-T2-D1Cont
ES A.N.3; A.S.3; C.N.3; C.S.3
FR D�1-MT-OE�2; D�1-MT-OE�3

IntegrationRu�eType
Criteria

Other (OTH) OR OOAO

IntegrationRu�eDescript
ion Criteria

Habitats Directive matrix

IntegrationRu�e
TypeParameter

'Not re�evant'(for most cases)

E�ement PT ES FR
Common do�phin
Harbour porpoise
Bott�enose do�phin
Striped do�phin

Common do�phin
Harbour porpoise
Bott�enose do�phin
Striped do�phin
Ki��er wha�e

Common
do�phin
Harbour
porpoise
Bott�enose
do�phin
Striped do�phin
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E�ementExtent
E�ement2 (re�evant on�y
for bott�enose do�phin)

PT ES FR
Coasta� ecotype
Offshore ecotype

Coasta� ecotype
South Ga�icia unit (not re�evant)

DescriptionE�ement
E�ementStatus ‘Good’, 'Good, based on �ow risk', ‘Not good’ OR ‘Unknown’
Criteria D1C1, D1C2, D1C3, D1C4 and D1C5
CriteriaStatus D1C

1
A�� species ‘Good’, 'Good, based on �ow risk',

‘Not good’ OR ‘Unknown
D1C
2

A�� species ‘Good’, 'Good, based on �ow risk',
‘Not good’ OR ‘Unknown’

D1C
3

Harbour porpoise
Common do�phin
Bott�enose do�phin
Ki��er wha�e (ES)

Good’, 'Good, based on �ow risk',
‘Not good’ OR ‘Unknown’

Striped do�phin ‘Not assessed’
D1C
4

A�� species ‘Not assessed’

D1C
5

Harbour porpoise
Common do�phin
Bott�enose do�phin
Ki��er wha�e

Good’, 'Good, based on �ow risk',
‘Not good’, ‘Unknown’ OR ‘Not
assessed’

Striped do�phin ‘Not assessed’
DescriptionCriteria

Parameter D1C
1

MOR/F (morta�ity rate from fishing)
OTH (other)

D1C
2 ABU (abundance)

D1C
3

Harbour porpoise
Common do�phin
Bott�enose do�phin
Ki��er wha�e

OTH (other)

D1C
5

Habour porpoise
Common do�phin
Bott�enose do�phin
Ki��er wha�e

CONC-B

ParameterOther D1C
1

A�� species Percentage of stranded anima�s
with evidence of bycatch

D1C
3

Common do�phin
Harbour porpoise

Maximum number of stranded
individua�s

Common do�phin Pregnancy rate
Common do�phin Age at maturity
Bott�enose do�phin
(RES) Ki��er wha�e
(RES)

Birth rate

Thresho�dVa�ueUpper

Thresho�dVa�ueLower
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Thresho�dQua�itative D1C
1

cetAMBICIon

Thresho�dVa�ueSource D1C
1

OSPAR

D1C
2

OSPAR

D1C
3

OTH

D1C
5

OSPAR

Thresho�dVa�ueSourceOt
her

D1C
3

cetAMBICIon

Va�ueAchievedUpper to be assessed
Va�ueAchievedLower to be assessed
Va�ueUnit D1C

1
Morta�ity rate from fishing percentage
Percentage of stranded anima�s with
evidence of bycatch

percentage

D1C
2

Abundance percentage

D1C
3

Trend in (maximum) number of
stranded individua�s

percentage

Birth rate percentage

Pregnancy rate
Age at maturity

D1C
5

OSPAR ∑PCB mg/Kg �w

Va�ueUnitOther

ProportionThresho�d
Va�ue
ProportionVa�ue
Achieved
ProportionThresho�d
Va�ueUnit
Trend

ParameterAchieved 'Yes', 'Yes, based on �ow risk', 'No', OR ‘Unknown’

DescriptionParameter detai� the source of the estimates: mode� based, designed
based, photo-ID, strandings etc.

Re�atedIndicator D1C
1

Morta�ity rate from fishing (observers
programmes)

ABI-CET-MOR/
F-observers

Percentage of stranded anima�s with
evidence of bycatch

ABI-CET-MOR/
F-strandings

D1C
2

Trend in Abundance OSPAR-M4

ABI-CET-abund
ance

D1C
3

Trend in (maximum) number of stranded
individua�s

ABI-CET-maxs
trandings
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Pregnancy rate ABI-CET-pregn
ancyrate

Age at maturity ABI-CET-agem
aturity

Birth rate ABI-CET-birthr
ate

D1C
5

OSPAR ∑PCB and other persistent
chemica�s OSPAR-PCB

Tab�e A 2. ART8_GES schema for deep-diving toothed cetaceans in the Bay of Biscay and Iberian
Coast

MarineReportingUnit PT ES FR
ABI-PT-SD-CONT ABI-ES-SD-NOR

ABI-ES-SD-SUD
ABI-FR-SD-GDG

MRUextent
Regiona�AssessmentAre
a

Re�evant OSPAR assessment units or joint assessment area

GEScomponent D1
Feature Deep-diving toothed cetaceans
GESextentThresho�d 1��%
GESextentAchieved e.g. 5�%
GESextentUnit ‘Proportion of species in good status within species group’
GESachieved ‘GES achieved by 2�18’, ‘GES achieved by 2�2�’, ‘GES achieved by

2�24’, ‘GES expected to be achieved �ater than 2�24, no Artic�e
14 exception reported’, OR ‘Unknown’

DescriptionOvera��Statu
s
AssessmentPeriod (YYYY-YYYY)
Re�atedPressures PT ES FR

1. Disturbance of species (e.g. where they breed, rest and feed)
due to human presence

2. Input of other substances diffuse sources, point sources,
atmospheric deposition, acute events

3. Input of anthropogenic sound (impu�sive, continuous)
4. Extraction of, or morta�ity/injury

to, wi�d species
Re�atedTargets PT

ES A.N.3; A.S.3; C.N.3; C.S.3
FR D�1-MT-OE�3

IntegrationRu�eType
Criteria

Other (OTH)

IntegrationRu�eDescript
ion Criteria

Habitats Directive matrix

IntegrationRu�eType
Parameter

'Not re�evant'

E�ement PT ES FR
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Cuvier’s beaked
wha�e

Cuvier’s beaked wha�e
Long-finned pi�ot wha�e

Long-finned
pi�ot wha�e
Risso’s do�phin

E�ementExtent
E�ement2
DescriptionE�ement
E�ementStatus Long-finned pi�ot wha�e

Risso’s do�phin
‘Good’, 'Good, based on �ow risk',
‘Not good’ OR ‘Unknown’

Cuvier beaked wha�e ‘Unknown’
Criteria D1C1, D1C2, D1C3, D1C4 and D1C5
CriteriaStatus D1C

1
Long-finned pi�ot
wha�e
Risso’s do�phin
Cuvier beaked wha�e

'Good, based on �ow risk' OR
‘Unknown’

D1C
2

Long-finned pi�ot
wha�e
Risso’s do�phin

‘Good’, ‘Not good’ OR ‘Unknown’

Cuvier beaked wha�e ‘Unknown’
D1C
3

Long-finned pi�ot
wha�e
Risso’s do�phin
Cuvier beaked wha�e

‘Not assessed’

D1C
4

Long-finned pi�ot
wha�e
Risso’s do�phin
Cuvier beaked wha�e

‘Not assessed’

D1C
5

Long-finned pi�ot
wha�e
Risso’s do�phin
Cuvier beaked wha�e

‘Not assessed’

DescriptionCriteria

Parameter D1C
1 OTH (other)

D1C
2 ABU (abundance)

ParameterOther D1C
1

Long-finned pi�ot
wha�e
Risso’s do�phin

Percentage of stranded anima�s
with evidence of bycatch

Thresho�dVa�ueUpper

Thresho�dVa�ueLower

Thresho�dQua�itative D1C1

Thresho�dVa�ueSource D1C
2

OSPAR

Thresho�dVa�ueSource
Other
Va�ueAchievedUpper
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Va�ueAchievedLower

Va�ueUnit D1C
1

percentage

D1C
2

percentage

Va�ueUnitOther

ProportionThresho�d
Va�ue
ProportionVa�ue
Achieved
ProportionThresho�dVa�
ue Unit
Trend

ParameterAchieved

DescriptionParameter detai� the source of the estimates: mode� based, designed
based, photo-ID etc.

Re�atedIndicator D1C
1

Percentage of stranded anima�s with
evidence of bycatch

ABI-MOR/F-stra
ndings

D1C
2

Trend in Abundance OSPAR-M4
ABI-CET-abunda

nce
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Tab�e A 3. ART8_GES schema for ba�een wha�es in the Bay of Biscay and Iberian Coast

MarineReportingUnit PT ES FR
ABI-PT-SD-CONT ABI-ES-SD-NOR

ABI-ES-SD-SUD
ABI-FR-SD-GD

G

MRUextent
Regiona�AssessmentAre
a

Re�evant OSPAR assessment units or joint assessment area

GEScomponent D1
Feature Ba�een wha�es
GESextentThresho�d 1��%
GESextentAchieved e.g. 5�%
GESextentUnit ‘Proportion of species in good status within species group’
GESachieved ‘GES achieved by 2�18’, ‘GES achieved by 2�2�’, ‘GES achieved by

2�24’, ‘GES expected to be achieved �ater than 2�24, no Artic�e
14 exception reported’, OR ‘Unknown’

DescriptionOvera��Statu
s
AssessmentPeriod (YYYY-YYYY)
Re�atedPressures 1. Disturbance of species (e.g. where they breed, rest and feed)

due to human presence;
2. Extraction of, or morta�ity/injury to, wi�d species (by

commercia� and recreationa� fishing and other activities);
3. Input of other substances (e.g. synthetic substances,

non-synthetic substances, radionuc�ides) diffuse sources,
point sources, atmospheric deposition, acute events;

4. Input of anthropogenic sound (impu�sive, continuous);
Re�atedTargets PT ABIPT-T1-D1Cont

ES A.N.3; A.S.3; C.N.3; C.S.3
FR D�1-MT-OE�3

IntegrationRu�eType
Criteria

Other (OTH)

IntegrationRu�e
DescriptionCriteria

Habitats Directive matrix

IntegrationRu�eType
Parameter

'Not re�evant'(for most cases)

E�ement PT ES FR
Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e

Fin wha�e Fin wha�e
Minke wha�e

E�ementExtent
E�ement2
DescriptionE�ement
E�ementStatus ‘Good’, 'Good, based on �ow risk', ‘Not good’ OR ‘Unknown’
Criteria D1C1, D1C2, D1C3, D1C4 and D1C5
CriteriaStatus D1C

1
Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e

‘Good’, 'Good, based on �ow risk',
‘Not good’ OR ‘Unknown
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D1C
2

Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e

‘Good’, ‘Not good’ OR ‘Unknown’

D1C
3

Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e

‘Not assessed’

D1C
4

Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e

‘Not assessed’

D1C
5

Minke wha�e
Fin wha�e

‘Not assessed’

DescriptionCriteria

Parameter D1C
1 OTH (other)

D1C
2 ABU (abundance)

ParameterOther D1C
1

Fin wha�e
Minke wha�e

Percentage of stranded anima�s
with evidence of bycatch

Thresho�dVa�ueUpper

Thresho�dVa�ueLower

Thresho�dQua�itative D1C
1

Thresho�dVa�ueSource D1C
2

OSPAR

Thresho�dVa�ueSource
Other

cetAMBICIon

Va�ueAchievedUpper

Va�ueAchievedLower

Va�ueUnit D1C
1

percentage

D1C
2

percentage

Va�ueUnitOther

ProportionThresho�d
Va�ue
ProportionVa�ue
Achieved
ProportionThresho�d
Va�ueUnit
Trend

ParameterAchieved

DescriptionParameter

Re�atedIndicator D1C
1

Percentage of stranded anima�s with
evidence of bycatch

ABI-MOR/F-str
andings

D1C
2

Trend in Abundance OSPAR-M4
ABI-CET-abun

dance
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ANNEX II (b): 'Indicators' schema
IndicatorCode ABI-CET-MOR/F-observers
IndicatorTit�e

IndicatorSource
IndicatorSourceOth
er
UniqueReference

Re�atedTargets

DatasetVoidReason

GEScomponent

Feature
MarineReportingUni
t
URL

MD_URL

IndicatorCode ABI-CET-MOR/F-strandings
IndicatorTit�e

IndicatorSource
IndicatorSourceOth
er
UniqueReference

Re�atedTargets

DatasetVoidReason

GEScomponent

Feature
MarineReportingUni
t
URL

MD_URL

IndicatorCode OSPAR-M4
IndicatorTit�e

IndicatorSource
IndicatorSourceOth
er
UniqueReference

Re�atedTargets

DatasetVoidReason

GEScomponent
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Feature
MarineReportingUni
t
URL

MD_URL

IndicatorCode ABI-CET-abundance
IndicatorTit�e

IndicatorSource
IndicatorSourceOth
er
UniqueReference

Re�atedTargets

DatasetVoidReason

GEScomponent

Feature
MarineReportingUni
t
URL

MD_URL

IndicatorCode ABI-CET-maxstrandings
IndicatorTit�e

IndicatorSource
IndicatorSourceOth
er
UniqueReference

Re�atedTargets

DatasetVoidReason

GEScomponent

Feature
MarineReportingUni
t
URL

MD_URL

IndicatorCode ABI-CET-pregnancyrate
IndicatorTit�e

IndicatorSource
IndicatorSourceOth
er
UniqueReference
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Re�atedTargets

DatasetVoidReason

GEScomponent

Feature
MarineReportingUni
t
URL

MD_URL

IndicatorCode ABI-CET-agematurity
IndicatorTit�e

IndicatorSource
IndicatorSourceOth
er
UniqueReference

Re�atedTargets

DatasetVoidReason

GEScomponent

Feature
MarineReportingUni
t
URL

MD_URL

IndicatorCode ABI-CET-birthrate
IndicatorTit�e

IndicatorSource
IndicatorSourceOth
er
UniqueReference

Re�atedTargets

DatasetVoidReason

GEScomponent

Feature
MarineReportingUni
t
URL

MD_URL

IndicatorCode OSPAR-PCB
IndicatorTit�e
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IndicatorSource
IndicatorSourceOth
er
UniqueReference

Re�atedTargets

DatasetVoidReason

GEScomponent

Feature
MarineReportingUni
t
URL

MD_URL
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